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Women's "fear 
2 tetnpw tioroai 
EDITORIAL 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 
The United Nations in what must bo the 
classic paternalistic and tokenistic gesture 
assigned 1975 as International Women's Year 
— a year set aside to advance women on the 
road to equality. 
Four months have passed, we all wear our 
International Women's Year tee shirts and lis-
ten in wonder to the speeches of Ms Reid pro-
claiming equality etc. when suddenly the del-
usion crumbles and one is left with the sicken-
iiig reality of the greatest con of all, 
I look around and see the frightened faces 
of women giving birth to unwanted children, 
the despairing looks on the faces of harassed 
mothers looking for adequate child-care faci-
lities, I see women trapped in hateful marria-
ges hastily conceived to live up to society's 
expectations, the exploding myths of mother-
hood and marriage and womijn doing mind 
destroying shit work merely to survive, I see 
these things, as empty speeches sound in my 
ears and I know that despite the speeches 
and slogans little has been done to alter wo-
men's position in society. 
Our energy must be directed to acquir-
ing the basic rights ~ the right to control 
over our bodies through freely available con-
traception and abortion, the right to work, 
for equal wages, the right to child care facili-
ties, for equal educational opportunitiss, 
the right to status within the law and olher 
basic rights. For only then will we have ach-
ieved anything concrete. D 
STUDENT APATHY 
There is an oft quoted maxim that students 
are apathetic. Every now and then the evid-
ence to support this view becomes apparent-
for example the recent Union Elections when 
a grand total of 1400 students voted. Many 
of these no doubt voted as a result of the 
rather hysterical campaign conducted by 
the protaganistsof the Right to Life Move-
ment regarding the rather inane Referenda 
Questions on the question of abortion. 
The students may call it non-involvement 
which when it comes down to it is another 
word for apathy. 
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S.T.O.P. NEWSLETTER 
Dear Mitor, ' 
As a Ouisiian, I feel it my duly (o write 
and express my profound dismay at your 
vicious attack on Guistianity in the last is-
sue of Semper Floreat. 
1 conskler it a very poor attempt at hum-
our to concoct such a satirical portrayal of 
the lunatic fringe of Christianity and present 
il as though any Girislian organisation held 
such views. 
I refer, of couise, to your hotchpotch of 
American 'Bible-Belt' type rautfng, short on 
facts and long on emotion which you had 
the effrontery lo publish under thc^uisc of 
a newsletter of the Society lo Outlaw Porn-
ography. 
On further reflection, however, perhaps 
I have done you an injustice. This article 
must surely have been intended for the Ap-
ril 1 issue and was somehow misplaced. But 
I still feel that il was in rather poor taste, 
and might give Uie impression that Christians 
genuinely hold such views. 
Alan Beagley 
Tltc concoction was S.T.O.P. 's not 
Semper's. We felt it our duty to publish 
the original text without alteration, gp 
Q.I.T. QUITS 
Q.I.T.U. do not share his opinion. The fact 
that the vote lo withdraw from AUS was car-
ried by almost 2 lo 1 is indicative of the high 
level of dissatisfaction wilh AUS felt by the 
Q.I.T.U. 
\Vlien I compaigncd for the position of AUS 
secretary last year, abortion was one of the 
major issues of the campaign. 1 adopted a pro-
life stance, while my opponent Mr Mark Bell, 
was anti-life. Those sludents who found their 
way to the polling booth had a clear choice; 
the fact that I received 76% of the vote led 
mc to believe that those .students at the Q.I.T. 
who arc inicrestcd in their Union, did not 
wish to support AUS on issues such as abort-
ion on demand. (I'or the purpose of Ihis let-
ter I will overlook AUS's support of such ter-
rorist groups as the PLC and the Irish Repub-
lican Army). 
it goes without saying thai the handful of 
people who comprise the Q.I.T. women's 
group is entitled lo express any viewpoint. 
It is a different matter for that viewpoint to 
become the dcfaclo policy of the Q.I.T.U. by 
way of an officially appointed women's offi-
cer, especially after students had made their 
feelings clear by way of their voting patterns. 
ll has always been my opinion that on an 
issue such as abortion, the Q.I.T.U. should 
not have a policy. On such a controversial 
matter it is not fair lo that section of slud-
ents who cannot accept that policy. 
Perhaps my only mistake on the night the 
censure motion was moved was that I failed 
lo notice that some councillors who would 
have supported mc had left the meeting ear-
ly. 
The motion was carried by 10 votes to 9. 
Vours faithfully, 
G.N. Purcell 
10 BaUey St., West End. 
Phone 44.6021. 
Dear Editor, 
Il was with considerable dismay that wc 
read an article in the last Semper on QIT's 
cession from AUS. The author, Peter Wood-
forde, implied that we in some way engineer-
ed the movement lo leave AUS (no doubl 
in the same way that the "Zionists" con-
trol the world press and the international 
banking syslem). 
It is indicative of Mr Woodforde's logic 
that he accuses us of having moved lo get 
QIT oul, whilst he also sUtes that he only 
appeared al the meeting aflcr the vole had 
been taken. 
Iiad he been present at the council meet-
mg when Ihe discussion on AUS member-
ship was in progress, he would have noticed 
that we dkl not in any way participate m 
the debate, nor did wc collect, distribute 
or possess any proxy votes for the purpose 
of that debate. 
We were present at the meeting on the 
invttatran (or so we were given to under-
stand) of the QIT Council to present a case 
with regard to the AUS Middle-East resolu-
tions. An article reprinted from "Nation 
Review" was distributed by us to that end, 
but nowhere in it dki it either expressly or 
unpliedly suggest that any univcrsily or col-
lege should sucede from AUS. Before the 
debate on the resolutions had begun (and 
after the decision on AUS membership had 
been taken) a grand total of two proxies 
were collected from Council members who 
were leaving the meeting. Mr Woodforde 
was given one of these. His implication that 
the proxy was forged is completely untrue, 
and shoukl he seek John Cuthbert (who . 
signed the proxy), I am sure that this wili 
be affirmed. 
The posltkm of the Australia-Israel Com-
mittee of which we are both executive mem-
bers, is quite clear with rqiard to AUS. We 
are not opposed to AUS as a body nor do 
we support movements to leave it. We are 
however strongly opposed to cettain elem-
ents within AUS which are plainly elitist 
and undemocratic. Frans Tummerman,-last 
year's editor of "National U" clahned al 
the Janpry Council meeting of AUS this 
year, on the topic of rc-lntioducing the Mkl-. 
die-East resolutions so soundly defeated last 
year, "I don't give a damn what the students 
think!" Despite sentiments like these, wc. 
do not oppose the idea of AUS - wc only 
seek to make it more sensitive to student -
ophiion, 
Davkl Jacobson, 
Nick.Cowen. 
AND AGAIN 
Dear Editor, 
The last edition of 'Semper Floreal' con-
lained an arlldc giving details about Q.I.T.'s 
disaflllialion from AUS. 1 musl be a supreme 
opiimlst lo bother responding to such a tir-
ade cf drl'.ci but there arc one or two poinu 
which 1 feel should be darlfied. 
. The author, Mr Woodforde, seems disapp-
ointed that Q.I.T.U. will now not have to pay 
out S18,(H)0 to AUS next year. It is refresh-
ing to note that most councilten on die 
SHORT LETTERS 
Dear Edilor, 
Pithy, but not pissy, is this letter, keeping 
within your plea for consisencss in •'Letters 
to the Edilor". Would you please explain why 
your directive for consiscness was placed at 
the end of a 1,140 word letter, which occup-
ied 45.051408% (approx) of tlic space allot-
ted for these letters. 
The leltcr by Rosalind Innes and Michael 
Thompson was neither shorl nor continually 
lo the point as asked for by you, in the sev-
enteenth of April Edition. Why, oh why, tlw 
blatant bi-facedness. 
Sincerely, 
Lesley Rowlands, 
(Adelaidean-at-Iaige). 
'•Short and to the point"is an ideal 
However, letters are one item we never 
edit. The letter meniioned had some-
thing to say which outweighed its long-
windedness. 
P.S. We hope you purchased your cal-
ailalorfmm the Union Calculator Shop. 
ED. 
LIBRARY REPLY 
Dear Edilor, 
I would like to make some comments on 
the article from your issue of the 20 March 
entitled "Ubniry Bungling Investigated". 
Although I read the general tone ofthe 
arliclc as being reasonably favourable, there 
are some confusions and misinterpretations 
which should be cleared up. 
The statement in your thitd paragraph 
that "disaimination in favour of lecturers 
is justified by them (sic) because a lot of 
Central Library material has been purchas-
ed with research grants aUocated to them 
by the Administtation" is a distortion of whal 
was saki. Assumhig "them" to be overworked 
library staff, rather thah inconvenienced stu-
dents, I shouli) pohit but that the statement 
was .sipiply that items which arc bought from 
research funds ore not liable to recall until the 
research has been concluded. The amount of 
material which falls Into this category, how-
ever, is very small and can not be \ised to jus-
tify "discrimination in favour of lecturers." 
Your statement that there are no really 
- effective sanctions on academic staff is ac-
curatcldid not say that I saw no point in 
fining academics and no point in fining stud-
ents (assuming that I am Ihe higher echelon 
being quoted). I did say that monetary fines 
art; an unjust sanction shice'they favour Ihe 
ridt over the poor, but no satisfactory alter-
native to Ones has yet been suggested to me. 
The points system planned for tbe Undergra-
duate Ubrary, cumulating in exclusion from 
borrowing privileges, will only become pos-
sible when the chculatk>n system is linked 
to an on-line computer, but at this point we 
wili see if this syslem is more effective. 
i bclie>-e that the monograph binding 
situatk>n has now been sorted out and that 
the lonp delays experienced in the past will 
no longer occur. Any hidications to the con-
trary shoukl be reported to Ubrary staff for 
action. ' 
The matter of library numbers on student 
I.D. cards has also been unduly stressed. If a 
student card docs not have a library number 
il will be very simple for the Library to sup-
ply a number from a batch of unallocated num 
bcrs kept in reserve for members of faculty, 
visitors to the campus, or any olher person 
not automatically issued with an I.D. number 
by the enrolment computer. 1 deplore the 
suggestion that the library blames the Admin-
istration for shorleomings in cterical systems. 
Tlic Adminisiralion and the Library are parts 
of a larger organization and any organization 
is fallible. If individuals in the library staff 
have been known to blame "the Administra-
tion" for clerical errors, this can no more be 
taken as an expression of policy than the ac-
cusations of inefficiency levelled at the Lib-
rary by individuals in olher parts of the Uni-
versity. . 
1 am not sure who thought who was being 
fooled by the sensitizing machine on the exil 
gale in the Undergraduate library. I cannol 
make any sense of this sentence since there 
has never been any attempt to conceal the 
installation of theelecu-onic security syslem. 
Like any olher system, this one is presumably 
fallible, but it Ims prevented al least 200 it-
ems from leaving the Undcigraduatc Library 
which wouW otherwise have been removed 
illegally. Three cases of deliberate mutilation 
of library materials have been delected by 
tile security system and have resulted in re-
quests for Disciplinary Committees. 
Tlie issue of Semper Floreat 4 April, car-
ried a suggestion that the Undergraduate Lib-
rary might have lo close for one day a week 
due lo staff shortages. The crisis, which was 
brought about by a 50% increase in loan uans-
actions over the same period in 1974, has now 
been met by the addition of extra staff to the 
Undergraduate Library. The extra stalT was 
supplied by the maligned Administration in 
a quidc and sympathetic response to requests 
made by Mrs Guyatt and me. The temporary 
reductions in service (reduced hours of lend-
ing and suspension of loan extensions) will be 
canceUed as soon as backlogs of work have 
been caught up and the new staff have been 
trained. 
Despite the need to correct inaccuracies 
and misinterpretations in your reporting, I 
^welcome your interest in the Library and will 
be glad to supply information for any future 
enquiries that Semper Floreat may wish to 
undertake on library services to the University 
community. 
John L. Cumminp, 
kzttiig University Librarian. 
POOR JOURNALISM? 
Dear Editor, 
We believe that Caroline Mann, in her 
'article on Medibank, defeats her own pur-
pose. When accusing the A.M.A. of "a dirty, 
emotive and hysterical campaign", she is us-
ing the same biased tactics she critises. 
The article is coloured by cliches and 
hackneyed phrases and does not objectively 
present the facts as the headline proclaims, 
Such verbiage alienates readers as early as 
the first paragraph. There needs to be a more 
balanced presentation of topics. Students de-
serve a higher standard of JournaUsm. 
'Semper Floreat' has a responsibility to 
ptesent an informed, objective view, free of 
personal prejudices. 
P. J. MuUins 
J. Sharley 
J, Giacchi 
E. Chatlesworih 
Ja. Schultz 
M. Simonds 
C. Symons 
B. Bowers' 
Journalism 
All Sludents are invited to write for 
Semper in their own inimitable styles 
(including any of the above). Tite trick 
is to actually gel people to read what 
you write. ^-^ 
NON-SMOKER'S REPLY 
Dear Editor, 
I was horrified to see that John Andrew 
was horrified (Issue 5) to leam that non-
smokers consume a cettahi number of cig-
arettes merely by being in the same room 
as smokers. I can well understand his c^a%-
rin that non-smokers bum his smok'^'in 
this way. There'is one way for \i:^ to see 
that Ihey stop this parasitir,.t)ehaviour. 
Smoke somewhere else! ' 
John Banett 
(non-unokesT) (cont. page 27) 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
Campus Camp and the Communist 
Party (A), have not been given official 
approval to march in the Labour Day 
parade on Monday. 
What can we say? Corrupting the 
workers perhaps? 
LEST WE FORGET 
This is to announce that the movie 
at Schonell That'll be the Day won't be 
showing on Anzac Day because on that 
day it is not permitied to show movies 
at night. So, because it is that particu-
lar day. That'll be the Day will have to 
be shown on another day and not on 
Anzac Day as advertised. 
Get the picture? No sorry, you 
don't. D 
DOWN WITH LATE FINES! 
By now eveiy student should have re-
ceived a conformation of enrolment form 
to be altered,checked,filled in and sent 
back. It says on it, and it said in Univer-
sity News that you have to have it back 
by 26th April or you'll be fined. Well, 
the 26th April was last week, and if you 
haven't got it in yet, don't worry, get it 
back anyway. 
Most of the forms were sent out late, 
and they won't be fining anyone, niat 
yet anyway. If you like, attach a note to 
it saying you didn't get it soon enough to 
send it back by 26th April. If you do get 
fined come and sec the Union President 
about it, 
Brian Towler 
SNIPPINGS 
DRUG CHARGE DISMISSED 
Last week in the Brisbane Magistra-
tes court CI.B. detectives were foiled . 
by theb own treachery when a charge 
pertaining to drug distribution was dis-
missed by the magistrate (Mr D. Birch) 
because of insufficient evidence. 
Eye witnesses at the court have been 
laughing all week at the way the detec-
tives tripped over themselves, in trying 
to cover the inherent contradictions in 
their evidence. It has even been alleged 
that there may have been some false-
hoods Involved on the part of the for-
ces for law and order, (Allegations of 
police assault were set aside by the mag-
istrate for lack of evidence.) 
The original charge against two up-
per Brookfield residents were "allow-
ing the premises to be used for ^e con-
sumption of dangerous drugs. Howev-
er, the morning of the case this charge 
was changed to: "Allowing the premis-
es to be used for the distribution of 
LSD." 
Hard as it may be to believe, let al-
one understand, the case of the prosec-
uting detectives relied on the record of 
the interview the police held with the 
two 'accused'. It was interesting to no-
te that the magistrate seemed some-
what skeptical of this piece of 'evidence'. 
The moral of the story is that if you 
are picked up by pohce do not sign any 
statements, say nothing until you have 
your lawyer present, a right that you 
can demand. Also you don't have to ac-
company the police to the watchhouse 
unless you are arrested and charged 
don't let them fool you with theii line, 
'we would like you to come down to 
the station to answer some questions.* 
When interviewed this week, one of 
the recently acquitted defendants had 
this to say: 
It is possible to fight such charges 
and to WUI. It takes a lot of perservera-
nce and a sense of humour but its worth 
it. Don't let them get you down, rather 
fight them and they will end up defeat-
ing themselves with their own lies and 
deceits, D 
MICE, MICE, MICE 
This is a sad story, so if you're s soft-
hearted person - stop reading now! 
It seems that a student at this institu-
tion once had 12 white mice. One day 
her mum said "Enough 'vs enough" and 
the mice had to go. 
So this student decided to let the 
mice run free in the'lush gardens of our 
Vice (Hhancellor's house, Alas, rain pour-
ed down and she had grave misgivings 
about the safety of her former pets. For 
several hours she and friends dragged 
out of bed for the occasion, sloshed ar-
ound in the mud at the bottom of Zel-
mo's garden looking for the Bcasties. 
(They didn't even find any fairies!) 
But the beasties had zapped off, and 
the protagonist of our story was left to 
sob herself to sleep and dream about 
wet, mutilated and/or starving httle 
white bodies. D 
THIS IS IMPORTANT 
RADICAL ECOLOGY 
CONFERENCE 
Reports on the Radical Ecology 
Conference are now available from the 
A.U.S. office in the Union Building, 
•Anyone interested in readmg these 
please call in sometime. 
SEXISM - WOMAN WINS SUIT 
AGAINST PSYCHIATRIST 
(ANSIRadkal Guardian) - A Californ-
ia woman won a $350,000 judgment 
against a New York psychiatrist on 
March 19 in a suit charging that he had 
talked her into having intercourse with 
him as part of her "therapy". Julie Roy 
a 36 year old secretary said that Dr Ren-
atus Hartogs had used his professional 
position and her trust in him to induce 
her to submit to his advances. Roy test-
ified that the experience had left her so 
humiliated and degraded that she had 
to be hospitalised for severe emotional 
strain. Three other former women pat-
ients of Hartogs corroborated the fact 
that he had mduced them to have sex 
with him. 
Roy braved extensive sensationalist 
press coverage in order to expose Har-
togs. The jury unanimously awarded 
the damages, Hartogs' lawyers said he 
would appeal. D 
Beheve it or not, the Union Refec. 
now houses a contraceptive vending 
machine. 
This machine is nestled rather incon-
spicuously among the other vending 
machines in the Holt Room, so look for 
it if you need some condoms. 
In spite of a few inevitable snide 
remarks, the installation of this machine 
is an important step forward for this 
Union. Use of the products it supphes 
may prevent a lot of unhappiness on 
the part of otherwise unprotected peo-
ple (and remember that condoms are 
also useful in preventing the spread of 
V.D.. etc). 
If you feel that the machine is sit-
uated a little too publicly for your 
comfort, complam. There are other 
more private places that can be made 
available. 
ABSCHOL TUTORIAL 
SCHEME 
Abschol now has 80 Aboriginal and 
Islander children seeking tutorial help. 
We appeal to students who can help in 
the following areas: 
(a) Primary school - Mt Gravatt sub-
urbs. There are 25 children at Opal 
wanting tuition. 
(b) Violin - Any music students? We 
have an Aboriginal child wanting to 
learn the viohn. Her fees can be subsid-
ised, mainly by Abschol, and partly by 
her parents. Wynnum - Manly. 
One hundred persons have registered 
with us as tutors. We have held one 
seminar with speakers Marilyn Red-
lynch (ex Betty Watt's Dip. Ed, stud-
ent tutorial scheme) and Sandra Renew 
(the State Government's Nan Leer 
project). 
We stress the socio-edu cat ional roles 
of the scheme, operating to benefit both 
the tutor and the child. 
Jenny McLean for the 
Abschol Committee 
P.S. Call or contact A.U.S. Office. 
TELEGRAM RECEIVED 
Canberra: Advising you. (hat concerned 
students here have cabled P.M., F.A. Min-
ister and Minister for Lab., requesting 
Australia to do all il can to facilitate en-
try of parents, brothers and sisters of 
Vietnamese students in Australia, In the 
name of humanity urge you to do like-
*'^ '^ - JeffBost, A.N.U. 
EASY FRENCH For all those people stuck with doing a French subject because of the Arts Faculty requirements, here is Lesson 2. 
"-ffttLHff/iy^ii*. 
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toowong coin-op 
laundrette 
8 Sherwood Road 
(Next Qdodes Cakes) 
Don't let washing interfere with 
week-end activities.Let us take 
care of your wash. 
* Concession Rate to Students 
on Service Wash 
* Dry Qeaning/Shoe Repair 
* Mending & Ironing Sernce 
* Open 7 days a week 
Atjendant present Sam -12.30pm Mon-Fri 
geaney's pharmacy 
2 ^ g Agent for: -
H.wk«,M« rasMBncs 
St Lucia C Ltigeiinge of perfumes 
indudij* NINA RICCI, 
j ^ ARPEGE, JEAN D'ALBERT 
neict to Sl Lucia News \ KODAK & PACIFIC AGENCY 
cby 
ClCCMI 
byPUthis&Co. 
•STUDENT DISCOUNT 
•MAIN AGENCY AT UNION SHOP 
and at all coUeges. 
depots also at 
• 224 Hawken Drive, St, Luda. 
Cnr. Lytton Rd. & Northcote St., 
East Brisbane. 
FACTORY: 47 Vulture St., West End. 
Phone 4 3410-4 2910 
CAMPUS PHARMACY 
Shopping Cenue 
Univenity ofQueensland 
STLUCIA 
Telephone 701509 
(Internal 6882) 
PROMPT PRESCRIPTION SERVICE 
AGENT FOR 
PERFUMES 
Fabeige 
Dina ^ 
Lanvin* 
Lanoome 
COSMETICS 
Revton 
Cydac 
Steiner 
Max Factor 
PHOTO FINISHING 
24 Hour Black and White 
Prompt Colour Service. 
campus card 8i 
gift shop 
Gifts, cards, posters, candles, indiangear 
stationery and art supplies 
Union Shopping' Arcade 8,30-5.30 daUy 
organic 
community 
so Acres tn ORGANIC COIVIMUNITY 
Progressively minded, responsible people are 
invited to enquire, They should be down to 
earth, bacl< to the land type people, prefer-
ably Vegetarians, 
Each person, group or family owns their own 
land. This protects people's privacy and indi-
vidual freedom. The Community does not im-
pose Itself upon anyone. 
For details write: 
"Organic Community" 
P.O. Box 192, 
Red HIU, Brisbane. Q. 4059 
Phone! 70 2602, 
Ricks 
Mountain 
Shop 
SPEOALIZED OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 
For 
* Mountaineering 
* Rockclimbing 
* Caving 
* Overseas TraveUers 
* Lightweight Campii^. 
Tents, Packs, Sleeping Bags, Boots 
Climbing Equipment. Ropes, Clothing. 
CALL 531 MSton Rd. Toowong 
WRITE P.O. Box 12 Toowoi« 4066 
Phone 702294 or 933771 
HECATE 
A Women's 
Interdisciplinary Journal 
Contributions welcomed in any area of the humanities 
or social sciences. We are also interested in artides on 
women's position, or involvement, in any other areas. 
Reviews of films, plays, and original poems and stories 
are also welcome, as well as graphics, photographs, etc. 
A small payment will probably be made to contributors. 
Subscriptions/contributions/articles to Carole Ferrier, 
English Department, University of Queensland, 
St. Lucia, Brisbane 4067, Qld. 
Copy Deadline: 
Second Edition 
SOth June, 1975 
Subscription rate: 
$2.50 per year. 
Sin file copies: $1.50 
ALERT DRIVING SCHOOL 
Leam to drive correctly andsafely, from fully trained instructors with vast 
driving background experience on Dual Controlled Late Model Cars. 
- ALERT will call for and retum you to your address. 
~ ALERT guarantees a full hour of instruction. 
- ALERT gives special rate to University Students, Nurses, Apprentices and 
simibr categories. 
- . A l ^ R T arranges test bookings and provides a free drivers licence to successful 
students. 
be an 
- ALERT providfes instruction 7 days a w e e k - a l l suburbs 
Student (Proprietor: ROY BARTON) 12 ROMEA STREET. THE GAP 4061 
PHONE: 30 2416 ALL HOURS 
union shop 
feeilyour particular habit 
* tweets, toffees ind many other goodies 
* fags and 1)acd 
* news'rags* and migazines 
* Uni T<<hirts and souvenin 
(opposite Unioii Office) 
\^\qH\OUU 
400 Milton Road, 
AUCHENFLOWER 
CONVENIENCE STORE 
OPEN riL vmm\ 
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schonell: 
white elephant or goldmine? 
WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING AT THE SCHONELL 
IT'S BEEN MAKING A LOSS - THAT'S WHAT! 
In 1974 the Schonell lost a staggering $20,000! 
Wliere did the money come from to pay for this loss. 
Well that is whertf^part of your student fees went last 
year, 
A remedy for the loss must indude an explanation 
for its reasons. There were many reasons, but the prin-
cipal ones I'll outline. 
Firstly, while the theatre employs a Manager he is 
supposedly subject to instructions from the Theatre Com-
mittee and Union Council. In the case of the previous 
Manager these instructions were closely followed. Now 
contrary to what one would imagine,Theatre Committee 
was dominated not by people whose interest in the The-
atre was paramount, but by representatives ofTheatre 
users like the various theatrical and cinema groups. Thus 
despite the fact that the theatre's weekly running costs 
are around $2,100 per week, Theatre Committee set hir-
ing rates of less than SSOO per week. Effectively then, 
every group using the theatre received about $1,600 per 
week subsidy, every week the theatre was used. 
As well as this a variety of other groups who wanted 
to use the theatre were given it at very low rentals for in-
dividual nights. 
Theatres that show films make 90% of their money on 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights. Thus the theatre 
might attract only 80 customers on a Monday night and 
yet with the same film get 400 on a Saturday night. By 
contrast the University Flying Saucer Watchers Club 
would get pretty much the same audience of members, 
relatives and friends regardless of which night they show-
ed their film. But because hiring rates were so low such 
groups usually opted for weekend nights. 
Film distributors get their money as a percentage of 
the theatre's nightly take , Hence if the Schonell is being 
hired oul by outside groups (as it often was) then the dis-
tributors will only give you rat-shit films. So not only did 
irrational outside bookings deny the theatre its most pro-
fitable nights but also prevented it from consistently sho-
wing good films. 
Secondly comes the Schonell's advertising problems. 
Its newspaper advertisements were invariable the most 
difficult to find. Many non-students do not know they 
are allowed to come to the theatre. Film advertising on 
campus was also poor. In addition the Schonell's lack of 
sign-posting resulted in many non-students being unable 
to locate the theatre. 
Over the following weeks many improvements will be 
made. 
Foyer: Many new boards are being built to better 
inform patrons of films and live shows coming to the the-
atre. The long curved wall in the Foyer will be used for 
paintings, posters and photographic displays. If possible , 
displays of pottery and sculpture etc will also be exhib-
ited. Anyone seeking use of this area should contact the 
Union's Activities Officer, 
Advertising; Newspaper advertising will be improv-
ed. You will see what's on for a full week each Friday 
and Saturday in Courier Mail (also daily) plus in the Su-
burban Theatres column in the Telegraph daily. New not-
ice boards will be constructed at key positions on the 
campus. Offset printed programmes including reviews of 
forthcoming films will be produced. Our film consultant 
Ron Wakenshaw will be on the box office regularly to dis-
cuss any aspect of the Schonell's film programme. New 
Schonell signposts are being constructed. 
General Presentation of Films: Interval music will 
be selected for its compatability with the film shown. . 
The curtains will close only after the film credits are ov-
er. Although most screen ads arc dread ful,economic nec-
essity wili make their continuation necessary. 
Live Theatre: In a few weeks time a general meeting 
ofall Uve theatre groups will be held to try to coordinate 
1976 Student booking mto a single block in each semes-
ter. Hopefully this will include some kind of subscription 
series to make it more economic. 
Cement Box: Hopefully the Schonell will quickly 
show a profit. It is desirable that the first few months 
profits be used to get the Cement Box licenced i,e. install-
ation of new seats, more toilets, emergency exits etc. An 
illuminated Cement Box sign is being constructed. 
If you have any suggestions for Schonell improvements 
please contact Jim Beatson or Ron Wakenshaw at the the- -
atre. D 
A couple of weeks ago, Jim Beatson and Ron 
Wakenshaw were employed to take over the 
running of the Sclionell Theatre. This report 
has been compiled by them. 
SCHONELL QUESTIONAIRES 
Several hundred people filled out our questionnaires 
thank you, Tlie most requested films were The Tower-
ing Inferno, Casablanca and Deep Throat! The first two 
are coming. Queensland's own charming censors wil! 
undoubtedly prevent the latter from being seen. And, 
talking of censorship many sludents seem to think that' 
the Schonell actually censors movies. In fact if bits of 
films are missing il is usually the relics of the Liberal 
Country Party Government censorship policy, the State 
Government's Film Board of Review or the odd movie 
projectionist around the country who likes keeping his 
own collection! We always complain to distributors if 
a print is in poor condition or cut. But other than this 
there is little we can do. 
Tlie most popular movie stars, I am pleased to say 
were the Marx Bros followed by Bogart. If you don't 
understand why try coming soon to our nostalgia screen-
ings. Many complaints were directed, at the Schonell's 
appalling advertising. We agree! This will change drasti-
cally in a couple of weeks. Most people wanted more 
information about the films we show. This is already 
being implemented. Others wanted a theatre clock. This 
will be done soon. 
Lots of requests for surfing fihns. We'll do so soon. 
The theatre staff were pleased that they received so 
many favourable remarks. Many had suggestions for dif-
ferent,screening times (especially during the day) and we 
shall experiment with these fora while. 
Finally, many people wanted lo see movies more 
cheaply. Whilst we are very sympathetic our wages bill, 
building repayments; make a reduction in prices impos-
sible, n 
LUNCHTIME MOVIES: 
DON'T BOTHER GOING TO CITY CINEMAS 
IF IT IS WORTH SEEING THEN THE SCHONELL 
WILL SHOW IT 
Tlie biggest headache for the theatre in film program-
ming and losses have been the lunch time movies. The 
first obstacle is that most quality films run over the 110 
minules maximum time available. So this has resulted in 
poorer type movies being shown, and as a result an aver-
age of 50 students per session and that al 60 - 70 c per 
ticket is not money for the theatre overhead or distribu-
tor. 
Despite this however, the Schonell's Lunchtime Mov-
ies will quickly improve in the coming weeks. As soon 
as Chinatown and Murder on the Orient Express finish 
in the city they will come straight to the Schonell. It 
will be the Schonell's policy from now on that it will 
screen every major or worthwhile movie on in the Cily 
as a lunchtime or weekday matinee. So think twice before 
seeing Towering Inferno; The Godfather Part II; Murder 
on the Orient Express; Airport '75 in the city for $3 or 
so. You will see them all for 70 cents at the Schonell. 
Furthermore it Is likely that we will also show them for 
• a couple of nights for those who can'l make it during 
the day. n 
SCHONELL'S NEW FILM POLICY 
On May 28 the screening of Francois Truffaut's Day 
For Night will mark the opening ofthe Schonell's new 
screening policy. This new plan will consist of the follow 
ing. 
First Release Movies: Friday to Thursday. 
Truffaut's award winning (1974 Academy Award for 
Best Foreign Film virtually every New York Film Critics 
and the British Academy's in 1974, Nomination Best 
Actress Academy Awards 1975 etc. etc) film Day for 
Night will be followed by Fellini's Amarcord (nomin-
ated for Best Foreign Film 1975 etc). Others already 
booked are Bunuel's new film The Phantom of Liberie, 
Badlands (Film and Filmings Best Film of 1975, Times, 
best 10 films of 1974 etc). Louis Malle's Lacombe Luc-
ien. We have also cabled Warners at Burbank to attempt 
to get a print of Hearts and Minds before Saigon falls. 
Hearts and Minds in the words of 'Newsweek' is "Peter 
Davis' deeply disquieting inquiry into the origins and 
costs of American involvement in Vietnam and is a thor-
oughly committed, brilliantly executed and profoundly 
moving document." This film caused an uproar at the 
Academy Awards only a few weeks ago when it won 
the Best Documentary Award. 
Culturat Matinees: Every Saturday at 2 pm. 
Each week the Schonell will screen either a drama, play 
opera or ballet. Films like Polanski's Macbeth, Olivier's 
and Orson Well's Shakespearean films, films of Beetho-
ven's Fidelio, Verde's Othello, Swan Lake, Sleeping Be-
, auty etc. In addition wc will show good selected shorts 
ofa cultural nature. 
American Film Theatre: Every second Monday & 
Tuesday. 
Starling June 23. This season comprises 7 films which 
will be screened fortnightly starting in June, Each film 
is a cinematic recreation ofa recent outstanding Broad-
way or West End production. The films are John Osb-
ourne's Luther, Kurt Weill and Maxwell Anderson's 
Lost in the Stars, Eugene lonesco's Rhinoceros, Simon 
Gray's Butley, Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance, Eug-
ene O'Neill's The Iceman Cometh, Harold Pinter's The 
Homecoming, The film directors are Peter Hall, Tony 
Richardson, Harold Pinter, Daniel Mann, John Franken 
hcimer etc. The casts are composed of outstanding stage 
actors. For example, A Delicate Balance stars Paul Sco-
field, Katharine Hepburn, Lee Remick, Joseph Colten, 
Kate Reid and Betsy Blair. Tickets will be sold on a sub-
scription basis with handsomely produced programmes. 
More details later. 
Nostalgia Movies: Single films, 5.30 Sunday afternoon, 
This will enable people to cheaply and convienlly see 
one greal old film each Sunday. We will show all the Bo-
gart, Davis, Cagney, Munroe, Flynn, Busby, Birkley,-
Marx Bos, Mae West, W.C, Fields and musical greats. 
Sunday Contemporary Cinema: All the classic films 
you may have missed or want to see again - 0 Lucky 
Man; The Conformist; Marat Sade; The Go-Between, 
8'/4; Isadora; The Sugariand Express (Best Screenplay 
Cannes and Films and Filmings Best Actress Award and 
made by Stephen Spielberg who direcied Duel), Bicycle 
Thieves; Last Year At Marienbad; Potemkin etc. Always 
we will show a double bill of which both films are of 
great merit. 
The Lale Show; Friday nights al 11.15 
Al! the "R" movies we are always being asked to show. 
Boxcar Bertlia; Confessions ofa Door to Door Salesman; 
Alvin Rides Again; Bazza Holds His Own; Peterson; 
Vampire movies, blood and guts movies. Also we will 
show occasional special interest movies - Surfing, Motor-
bikes etc from time to lime D 
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AUS Homosexual 
Motions 
HOW NOT TO BE SEXIST 
At general meetings at St Lucia, Hospitals Area and 
Turbot Street, on Thursday 1 May, students of this 
University will be asked to ratify four basic resolutions 
on homosexuality by AUS Council. If the resoutions are 
supported by most Australian campuses, they will form 
the basis of an AUS attack on prevailing anti-homosexual 
policies and attitudes. 
THE RESOLUTIONS 
1. AUS Council calls on Government education 
departments to form commissions to exaniine^allciir-
ricula with a view to pointing out theinWased presen-
tation of only a heterosexual nuclear:{fan|iIy-orientM. 
life-style in texts^songs, libraryjfacnit'fejjsnd generai-.j' 
course disposition, elc. y V^  \' 
2. AUS Council directs the Executive and Secre^ y^ j 
lariat to call upon teachers, trainee teacher^and teache^ ," 
unions to campaign against the presentatioiV^f only a ' 
ualily is a valid part of human sexuality. Too many gays 
are pretending they're straight; too many straights are 
too afraid of being labelled deviant to mobilise against 
oppression. 
Of the organisations which are sympathetic to the 
cause, almost none choose to be energetic in their sup-
port. The psychiatrists' organisations passed resolutions 
saying that gayness was no lc(Dg|t£^disorder and calling 
for law reform, and left it atftipfTiHieQuakers and a 
few olher religious groups issuea|spme fairly progressive 
working papers and thought lHat''(ras enough. The gay 
movement itself lacks, the polit'icaripuscle to do very 
much more than it is;{iready doing. ^ J|_^ .-<5j'%?ijvv,;:;:f,... 
•; ^AUSin uniquely capable of causingilgrtincant'chan-.~, 
% ges in repressive atliti|3iw to •homosexttality. If you want 
. i|;i;o , AU^^ranwork-'fe'alleviate^e self-hatred and pd-
teiatial humah misery of mkny thdiisinds of students. 
The four resolutions for-ratification form a basis for a 
-V-?, 
sourcej^ ;5houlft"/be dijinedfipWbtheri\US;|^ In 
fact tite. piogiamme is.p^'nted to t^f^fAi a'na*TOltiical 
bilise resources to effecl meaningful change in thejiiina-
tely heterosexual nature of: /f • 
(i) Government Education Departmentittitudes 
in leachcr-training institutions and schools, 
(ii) Oppressive teacher trajning which negates ho-
mosexual ability/creativity; expertise by insisting 
ing that witudes of,guiltx>r approval are founded. Attlvi 
tudes to KSmpsexuaity ai?6|ormed at this time; gay pi 
students are/libt imtnune,,fr6in adoption ofthe preva l^:^  
ing prejudicestfads at'ihis^*ag '^|dopt the attitudespfr^? 
people around ffienij- pareiits;;!oth,c;r kids, teachers.jl 
is impossible jto do muditoJt^plinoVfbf'^t^Tnfe 
that a singly-defined sexuality.is compatible with "'.,, • mallbhv.But ,lhe educat ^stemltsel|;'whTcli we pay 
for witipurt^es,is responsible for maily serious abu-
School cumciila, for instance, lend to take it for 
granted that menare'aggressive and dominant, that wo-
men'are submissive!^ and decorative, and that iheyNvill 
get married to one another'todihave children to starts, 
the teaching of children 
And further that the EVP be instructed tap"re-
pare a submission to the Schools Commission aiid.the ' 
Curriculum Research instilute, outlining AUS ppUcy on 
the hcterosexlsl nature of educational institutions and'^  
curricula, „••.;.'•, .:.>v'v- • 
4. Council call on the EducationWficers of Its; ^ •;. ^  the^^cle'ajl overigain i^^ Jat^ &'fi'ne for a lot of people 
constituent organisations to examirie tertiary educationl^ i^ i^.^ butjYJs^ notjU^^  to live. Schools 
curricula,.particularly in the social sciences, with a view "'*whi^;Sa(m!'Jo give aniSiijourioferal education should 
not behare as Jf there was'onlyoac'possible lifestyle. Yet 
no alteriiiat[ve»is presented; ^<^f 
to pointing out their discriminatory, non presentation of 
material relating to homosexualityl3 v 
W~!--: 
'<-V.-^'-: <-'* 
'^.i 
^ f e ^ . 
^ ^ • ' ^ ^ , 
RESOLUTIONS 
The fighl for gay righls is an unequal one. 
people are prepared even to say publicly that homosex-
The bM-K^b^^bu?, from the earliest picture books 
in whic|l^ W|ujnyfgQe||iout on an adventure while Mary 
siays.,at|ioto6|tfli^ 6jp f^ie^ ^^^^ bake a cake. Ya.mt-
'•'-'^••^--^^%s^''^Q''^^^i^^n throughout the educa-lomsibn 
y-a _ 
sities - but in the schoolsH l^s^as'strong as ever 
univer-
The proposed policy involves asking the controllers 
ofthe education systems to re-examine the assumptibn 
that a lifestyle based on a heterosexual family is the 
only valid way. They should be asked to acknowledge 
in curricula that there are other possibilities. 
These resolutions do not constitute an attack on peo-. 
pie who wish to get married and raise families in the 
conventional way. We recognise that it's perfectly possi-
ble to achieve happiness and fulfilment under such an 
arrangement. But we want it acknowledged that homo-
sexual people can also acliieve happiness and fulfilment 
• provided they are not sold the lie that they are moral-
ly wrong and that their lifestyle is deviant and sinful. 
We will not achieve any advances in educational atti-
tudes until the pretence ceases that homosexuality does 
not exist. By presenting a single lifestyle as the only one 
possible, the education system is reinforcing the self-hat-
red which can end in extreme upset, neurosis and even 
suicide. It is also encouraging young heterosexuals to 
continue their damaging persecution of homosexual 
; ^ peers. 
c!^ :,7,^ Kinsey's figures indicated that around four percent 
of^ tliales were exclusively homosexual all their lives, 25 
perijent had repeated homosexual experience, and 37 
percent had at least one homosexual experience to or-
gasm.^i can be seen that the issue is not a small one. 
The'^ |)roblems in schools cannot be overcome immed-
iately Ifeor that reason, tlie third resolution calls for 
changed in teacher training to make changes in practical 
teafmng more likely. Even the most advanced curricu-
luiiiiS of little use if the teacher has, and shows, repre-
,t0!/e attitudes. The kids will almost invariably react 
.^jjsstrongly to the implied judgment ofthe teacher, even 
though the content of the course may not be objection-
able. 
The difficulty with a sexist education system is con-
centrated al the primary and secondary levels. But des-
pite some improvement, it is still rampant in universit-
ies and colleges. The fourth resolution calls for a gene-
ral re-examination of the present homosexual bias of 
courses. Again at the tertiary level, there is a pretence . 
that homosexuality does not exist. When its presence 
is acknowledged al all, il is usually presented as some-
thing strange and wrong. Sociologists, for instance, stu-
dy homosexualily along with murder, alcoholism and 
shoplifting under the heading of deviance. Psycholog-
ists tend to be way behind psychiatrists and still often 
refuse to recognise the validity and normahty of homo-
•^ >; sexuality. 
"H I^f students oppose these resolutions, the fight agai-
nsl'bpjjression will continue and will eventually be won. 
It'll bea bit harder and a bit slower, that's all. 
If youm^repared to support this programme, there 
is a chance tb^eviate some real htiman misery and to 
reduce by some*Sinall amount the degree of sexual guilt 
in the worid. ^aK 
'%, Martyn Goddard 
You have, no doubt, heard the variety of explanations 
available to 'explain' homosexuality. 
We 
- have a hormonal inbalance 
- had dominant mothers 
- loved our mothers and wanted lo be like them 
- hated our mothers and rejected them 
- loved our fathers and wanted to be like them 
- hated our fathers and rejected them 
- were exposed to perverts when young 
- really want to be members of the opposite sex 
- haven't met the right man/woman 
- suffer from an arrested state of development 
- have brain damage 
- have abnormal chromosomes 
- had a traumatic experience with the opposite sex 
when young. 
Behind all these explanations is the assumption that 
homosexuality is a disease or unfortunate mistake. No 
one in their 'right' mind would choose to be homosex-
ual or enjoy being one. Heterosexuality Is seen as the 
normal product of a healthy development. 
None of these 'psychological and 'scientific' explana-
tions bears much relation to the facts about homosexu-
ality. They certainly don't ascertain the definitive cause 
of homosexuality while they are largely irrelevant to the 
actual life experience of homosexuals. The very search 
for a 'cause' of homosexuality assumes that it is an ab-
normality. Research conducted from a specific moral 
viewpoint can only confirm ilself, while prevendng a real 
understanding of the Issues. 
Recently social scientists have been approaching the 
subject of sexual behaviour from a less morallstic'^ Minl 
of view. They have looked at homosexuality in I h e ^ . 
text of general sexual behaviour. Comprehensive stud-
ies of patterns of sexual behaviour - both cross cultural 
and infra-human- have shown that: 
- homosexual behaviour occurs in nearly ^ 11 human 
societies and among primates 
- regardless of the amount of repression of homosex-
uals in a given society it will still occur. 
• - there isan absence of "any evidence to justify clas-
sifying homosexual behaviour exclusively as a substi-
tute for heterosexual relatrons" 
- the physiological mechanisms of mammalian mat-
ing behaviour (that's us, folks) are bisexual 
- humans possess an 'Mnherited capacity for erotic 
responsiveness to a wide range of stimuli" 
- our ability to respond is modified by sexual 
learning 
-people who are "totally lacking in any conscious 
homosexual learnings are as much a product af 
cultural conditioning as are exclusive homosexuals" 
- "human homosexuality is hot basicaUy aproduct 
of hormonal imbalance or 'perverted' heredity'-
(Ford & Beach, Patterns of Sexual Behaviour.). 
In other words, children are bom sexual. The poss-
ibility is there to relate to either sex. Yet we are cha-
nneled into limiting our human potential. The learn-
ing, process is more subttb and far-reaching than sunply 
determiiUng our sexual preference. It also determines 
the broad physical charapteristics of the person we 
will relate to and dictates that we should relate to 
them after marriage, at night, in bed, with the lights 
off. 
We do not see research into the "caijse" of hetero-
sexual sex which takes place during the day, in the 
living room in broad daylight. Yet this is as much an 
abnormality in the context of our learning process. 
Too much sex of any kind has always been con-
demned, but for political/religious reasons ralher 
than scientific ones. The condemnation of homo-
sexuality is also political. 
The problem facing homosexuals is sociopath-
ology - a sickness in society. Our society presents 
homosexuals with problems which we are in no 
position to control. The concept of sociopathology 
points to extemal reasonsfor the distress and emotion-
al problems suffered by homosexuals. The problems 
facing homosexuals can be regarded as part of what 
is wrong with our society, preventing whole cate-
gories of people from being happy and productive. 
Homosexual men and women are fighting to 
change the leaming process which is producing 
damaging moral values. It must be accepted that the 
homosexual lifestyle is a valid, positive and healthy 
altemative. In order to do this, it is necessary to stop 
confusing the possibilities which are presented to chil-
dren. 
The educational system presents children with a het-
erosexual, nuclear family oriented lifestyle model. In 
doing so, it denies homosexual ability, creativity and 
expertise. Thus is implicitly denies the lifestyle choices 
oT many of its own teachers and students. 
It is only when our education system (and the att-
itudes which motivate it) recognises homosexuality 
as a normal variation of sexual behaviour that the 
prejudice afeamst, and persecution of, homosexual 
women and men will cease. We wQl then be presented 
with the possibility of a healthy society. 
Laurie Bebblngton 
semper tloreat 7 
philip adams visits mal 
FRASER: "I DO NOT PROPOSE TO TURN 
BACK THE SUNDIAL" 
(ANS/Melbourne Age) - Is Malcolm Fraser really to 
the Right of Genghis Khan? Unable to glean the truth -
from the exclusive interviews that crowd our papers 
and magazines, I decided to beard the lion in his den, 
to visit hun on his plantation. 
Alighting from the paddle steamer, I walked through 
the groves of magnolias and moss-hung cottonwoods to-
wards Uie white homestead. In the distance I could see 
Fraser's darkies picking cotton, their velvet voices blen-
ding in a Stephen Foster medley. Way Down Upon the 
Murray River came wafting on the wind. 
Tlie massah was wailing for me on the verandah, sit-
ting stiffly in his rocking chair and sipping a mint jul-
ep. Unyielding, unbending, unsmiling, the Man in the 
Iron Face. 
He greeted me formally, stiffly, and ushered me into 
his book-lined study. As my eyes became accustomed to 
the gloom I could see the titles tipped out in gold. 
Caesar's Commentarii de bello Galileo, Kiplings Mowgli 
stories, Sir Robert's Afternoon Ught and inevitably, Ayn 
Rand's Foimtainhead. 1 also noticed the silver cups 
and sashes won by his prize Herefords and his autograp-
hed collection of jackboots. 
As I sank into the mellow leather of a chesterfield, 
I couldn't help but see tlial Fraser was surrcptiliously 
applying Sellolape to the corners of his mouth, just as 
the late Onassis has used it lo hold his eyes open. Was 
he suffering from tlie same dread disease? No, I realised 
that the poor man - condemned by the media for his 
hauteur - was using the sticky-tape to simulate a smile. 
I began the interview with the obvious question. "You 
have been accused by Pravda of being connected 
wilh the Austrahan elite - 'with big industrialists and 
financiers and the richest farmers'. Are you, in faci, in 
sympathy with the nation's egalitarian spirit?" 
He'd shuddered at the word "Pravda" and again at 
"egalitarian". Nonetheless, his answer was both empha-
tic and democratic. "I beUeve in equality to sorae ext-
ent," he said. "Take my slaves, all of whom are equal 
with each other. And I'm proud to say that I've tlie 
happiest darkies in the district." At this point 1 could 
hear them singing tlie Campdown Races, their voices 
harmonising on the doo-dalis. 
"Well, sir, what do you tiiink of Australia's defence 
policy?" 
"Tliis is just one of many areas in which I disagree 
strongly witli Mr Wliitlam. If we are to regain the Holy 
Grail we'll need to press many more men into service. 
Moreover, our forces in Antioch, Edessa and Tripoli 
must be reinforced and equipped with the latest in cros-
sbows and siege machines. Otherwise our crusades aga-
inst the oil-rich Moslems will surely fail." 
This led to a wide ranging discussion on foreign pol-
icy, Fraser crossed to a bookcase and pulled out his 
school atlas (Melboume Grammar (1940) and opened 
it at Mercator's projection of the world. "All these red 
bits," he said forcefully, "must be returned to Great 
Britain," 
Not that he was entirely uncritical of British policy. 
He expressed strong opposition lo the transportation of 
convicts to Port Arthur and told me he'd wrilten to 
Queen Victoria about it. 
One of the pieces of Sellolape had peeled away and 
covering the gesture with a cough, he quickly restuck 
it, It was hard to feel at ease when confronted by that 
grim parody of a friendly grin, 
"And what of Whitlam's introduction of Advance 
Australia Fair as our national anthem?" 
We will introduce God Save the Queen for all offi-
cial occasions. What's more, we'll play it twice." 
Noting the severe publications that crowded the . 
bookshelves around us, I asked whether he'd continue 
93003 
the Liberal censorship policies introduced by his col-
league Don Cliipp. 
"I do not propose to turn back the sundial. ll will 
still be perfectly legal to publish such material. How-
ever, anyone reading it will feel the taste of the cat." 
Wc moved into the area of State relations. 
"1 will pursue a policy of law and border. The Sta-
tes should have a greater say in their own affairs. Just 
this morning I expressed this "view in a letter to tlie in-
coming Premier of Van Diemen's Land." 
I asked his attitude to the "small i" poHcies of Rup-
ert Hamer. What did he think of Hamer's campaign to 
abolish hanging? 
"I've never been happy witli hanging myself," said 
Mr Fraser. "I cannol see that it's a deterrent. Now, if 
you were to draw and quarter theni as well, that's an 
entirely different matter." 
I found myself warmirig to the man. Clearly, he'd 
been misrepresented by the mass media and by his pol-
ilical enemies. Characterised as some sort of dyed-in-
the wool reacrionary, he was in fact a surprisingly sens-
itive human being. This was emphasised in our discus-
sion of social services where he proposed remedies that 
were so radical as to smack of socialism, 
"Poorhouses!" he said, standing up and crossing to 
tlie window, "The Welfare Slate that saps at the spirit 
of our citizens will be replaced with poorhouses. Grim, 
blue-stone buildings where unmarried mothers can give 
birth,where old-age pensioners can spend their final 
hours. Only in this way can the dregs of sociely be hel-
ped both physically and spiritually. For while the poor-
house is a roof over their heads, we'll have trained bea-
dles on hand to castigate them for their moral short-
comings." 
I hadn't expected to discover this soft, sentimental 
streak in a man held to be indifferent to the problems 
of ordinary people. Frankly, I found it hard to swallow 
over the lump in my throat. 
Somewhat embarrassed by his outburst of compas-
sion, Fraser peeled the Sellolape from his face and star-
ted to talk about trade unionism. 
"I'm not opposed to the trade union movement al 
all. If I had friends, some of the besl of them would be 
trade unionists. However, it seems wrong that a man 
can botli influence the Federal Government througli a 
vote and then expect to wield additional clout through 
ttie witliholding of his labor. 
"Therefore, I propose to change the Electoral Act. 
Workers can take tiieir pick. They can belong to a trade 
union or lliey can get a vote. It will be their democratic 
right lo make the choice. 
"Moreover, we will introduce radical legislation to 
encourage worker's participation. If a company loses 
money, the workers will be able to participate by los-
ing their money as well. I propose that all pay envel-
opes will be garnisheed for the durftion." 
Impressed with tliis novel method of breaking down 
class barriers, I moved on lo the vexed subject of taxa-
tion. 
"Farmers will be able lo claim shearers as depend-
ents." Fraser said, "while getting a deduction of $500 
per serf. This will be financed by an additional tax on 
the low-income earners." 
When 1 expressed surprise, he went into more det-
ail. ' 'Well, il's quite clear from their poverty that they 
don't know how lo manage tiieir financial affairs." 
'"You'll be doing tliem a kindness?" 
"Precisely." 
As we sat together talking in the darkening twilight, 
Mr Fraser painted a picture of a transformed Australia, 
a whole nation reborn as a result of his Old Deal, It was 
an idyll where malcreants sat in the stocks watching hap-
py villagers morris dancing and whiriing around the may-
pole. 
All too soon it was time to go as the Show Boat was 
nearing his landing. (I could distinctly hear Howard 
Keel's Gaylord Ravenal sin^ng Only Make Believe I 
Love You to Kathryn Grayson on the poop deck). 
As he shook hands with his velvet glove a discreet 
black butler brouglit me my plastic mac. And 1 sud-
denly realised that I'd neglected an all-important area. 
What was the Fraser plan for health? Woiild he disman-
fle Hayden's Medi-bank? 
"First, we'll declare everyone Medibankmpt and in-
troduce a new scheme tiiroughout tlie country. To ex-
plain il in simple terms, you'll have to pay cash for 
the doctor, but the leeches will be free." D 
S.G.1.0. - SHARPEN YOUR STAKES! 
If you own a bike, this'may be of sonic interest. Con-
sidering the number of motorists on the road who are 
oul to kill you, and the condition of the "roads" it's a 
good idea to insure your machine if you can scrape the 
cash together. I know, I had a monumental prang two 
weeks after insuring mine - with the "people's insurance 
company" - that well known branch of Jo Bjelke.Pcl-
erson enterprises - S.G.I.O. Being a good little citizen, 
and wanting my beloved Bessie put back together, I im-
mediately told my insurance company, filled out all the 
righl forms and waited for the wheels to grind. 
Two months later, with legal aid frqm the Union, I 
got myself a solicitor. Now, friends you have heard of 
S.G.I.O. and the great Crest Hotel debacle, and other 
shady mutlerings, but have you ever pondered upon 
the dealings of this august den of thieves with their cli-
ents. Well!) They do not like people who are 1) under 
21; 2) have long hair; 3) own large bikes - particularly 
superior beasties such as Triumphs and 4) who are (shud-
der) students, Iivsuch cases, they will take obvious (ex-
pensive) accident damage, and tell you you are lying to 
them. Impact damage you couldn't duplicate with a sle-
dge hammer is called "wear and tear" 
They might send you (they did to me) for a second 
damage quote to a specific (unnamed,,unmentionable 
mechanic who hates Triumphs, will not repair them -
but loves to abuse them - and their owners - at leng-
th. They ask for expert reports on certain aspects of dam-
age. You obtain them from people you have dealt with, 
who you consider fair and and trust to do a good job. 
Tlie Manager of the Qaims section infomis you that 
they are lying (i.e., risking their reputation as tradesmen) 
because you know them (they are instantly classed as 
bosom buddies - and later, I suspect from one or two 
suspicious events, harrassed by the insurance company). 
So far my record in these little encounters has been no 
assaults or physical violence, and I lost my temper once. 
At this stage, havmg run my arse off to get Ihings mov-
ing, I was told that I had been obstructing,them all al-
ong and causing trouble! 
They were sweeter after a letter from the solicitors -
for about a week. Then, when everything was sorted 
oul and only awaiting a simple "Yes", I am suddenly 
lold that they have damning evidence that damage lo 
my much abused petrol tank was not caused in the 
accident. 
Pray allow me to digress for a moment. The bike was 
hit by a car. The impact bent a front fork, pushed in and 
holed the tank arid put a "kick" in the frame underneath 
it - all in a row, so to speak. (I obtained 2 welders repo-
rts to certify this and testimonies by a close friend, a 
mechanic who services llie bike regularly, and myself, 
that this was not present prior to the prang). 
The same reports urged that the tank be replaced, 
as welding would not repair it satisfactorily. The insur-
ance company not only refused to replace the tank, 
they told me I had to have repairs made to it, wilh the 
second welders report (not yet obtained) and then they 
"would consider" paying it. After two months delay and 
no headway, I had to do this lo make a trip - the repair 
job held less than 100 miles. So they left me sitting with 
a bill for repairing and repainting the tank, and for a 
new one - about $200. 
This children, is described accurately as being stood 
on - heavily - with hob nailed boots. So ferret around 
for nails and tacks - Sharpen Your Stakes. 
1 finally obtained Stale legal aid to sue the State Gov-
ernment Insurance Office (I hope the humour ofthe mat-
ter is not too subtle?). In six months, I may have my mo-
ney back. 
. The moral of the story is - bureaucracy often 
shoots first and asks questions later, it is atso a react-
ionary creature, given lo stalling and biting off heads 
and it does not like students; if you are not careful 
you may find yourself downtrodden - be warned! 
The political comment, concerning the government 
of our fair stale, and ils insurance office, is perhaps 
better lefl unsaid - I've enough trouble avoiding large, 
stomping feel - without dodging bullets cs well, D 
Nell Draper 
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SYRIAN JEWS 
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How many Jews live in Syria? 
In 1948 there were approximately 45,000 but today, 
there are between 4,000 and 4,500. 
Which are the main centres of Jewish settlement? 
The largest community lives in the Jewish quarter (Haret 
El Yehud) of Damascus and numbers approximately 
3,000. The two other communities live in Aleppo (1000) 
and the townlet of Kamishliye near the border with Tur-
key (500), 
Are Jews in Syria persecuted, and if so, in what ways? 
Yes, they are. The main vehicles for this persecurion are 
administrative ordinances. The Syrian Government av-
oids legislating these restrictions, so as not to provoke 
protest from world public opinion. The following is a 
list of reslrictions imposed solely upon Jews: 
1. Their right to emigrate is completely proscri-
bed. This applies even lo Jews in Syria who hold 
foreign passports. 
2. Jews are forbidden to move more than 3 kms 
from their place of residence. Those wishing to tra-
vel further must apply for a police permit - at their 
peril. 
3. Identity cards issued to Jews are stamped in 
red with the worid "Mussawi" (Jew). 
4. Jews are normally subject to a 10 pjn. curfew; 
in some instances, as in Kamishliye, this can be exten-
ded to a 24 hour curfew. At one stage, Kamishliye's 
Jews were confined to theh' homes for two months. 
5. Jewish houses in Kamishliye are marked in red. 
6. Jews may not be employed in the public ser-
vice, in public institutions or in banks. 
7. Government and military personnel are forbid-
den to purchase from Jewish diops. 
8. Foreigners may not visit the Jewish quarter un-
escorted. 
9. Driving licences are neither issued nor renewed 
to Jews. 
10. No telephones are installed in Jewish homes. 
11. The possessions of deceased Jews are confisca-
ted by the Govemment. Their heirs must then pay 
for the use of the property. If they cannot, it is han-
ded over to the Palestinians. 
12. Only two Jewish schools have been permitted 
to stay open in Damascus. Their directors are Mos-
lems, employed by the secret police. Exams are usu-
ally fixed for Saturday, thereby preventing Orthodox 
students from participating. 
What are General Living Conditions Like? 
Very poor. The Jews are kept under constant surveillance 
by the secret police. Jewish affairs are in the hands of a 
special committee composed of members of the Intelli-
gence and Security Services, the Ministries of Finance & 
Justice and. the Palestinian Organisations. 
Palestuiians have been settled in the Jewish quarter 
to spy on the Jews who are obliged to suffer daily insul-
ts, provocations and bmtalities. Jewish girls have been 
publicly raped and father forced to commit unnatural 
sexual acts on their sons. Torture ofthe most bestial 
kind is a common occurrence. 
Because of this persecution, Syrian Jews live, for the 
most part, m abject poverty. They subsist on contribut-
ions from abroad which are subject to a special form of 
taxation. Every penny spent by the Jews from these out-
side sources, musl be accounted for. 
How have the Syrian Jews reacted to this persecution? 
Many young Jews have resorted to the desperate exped-
ient of escape. This is a hazardous exercise fraught with 
danger both for themselves and for theb families rema-
ining in Syria. As soon as the secret police hear of an es-
cape, close relatives are arrested, unprisoned without 
trial and tortured. 
Desperation sometimes leads to acts of great courage. 
In mid-March 1974, four young Jewesses attempting to 
escape were raped and then murdered. Their mutilated 
bodies were retumed to the Jewish community some-
time later. In a spontaneous protest, the Jews of Dama-
scus took to the streets and marched on the Presidential 
Palace. They were dispersed by police and troops. The 
older Jews have become more resigned to their fate and 
some are used by the aulhorities for "display purposes" 
In the same way that Jews in Nazi Germany told forei-
gn journalists that stories of anti-semilism were untrue, 
Syrian Jews are conveniently produced to testify that 
stories of persecution are merely Zionist propaganda 
and that Jews in Syria don't want to be "used" by the 
Israelis - Those that fescape tell a different stoty. 
Is Arab anti-Semitism merely a product of the MfE 
Conflict? 
No. In 807 CE, the Caliph Haroun el Rashid decreed 
that the Jews in his domains should wear a yellow bad-
ge. Hundreds of Jews were killed in riots in Damascus 
in 1840 and 1948, in Iraq in 1941, in Dbya m 1945, in 
^ypt in 1946 and in Yemen in 1947. In his book Wars 
ofthe Jews, Flavius Josephus, the Romano-Jewish his-
torian tells how 10,000 Damascene Jews were slain in 
one hour of mob violence. This happened 2,000 years 
before the establishment ofthe State of Israel. 
What ain be done to save Syrian Jewry? 
Concerted international pressure must be maintained 
by letter and cables to President Assad and to the 
Syrian Ambassador, Letters and questions 
to your M.P. and to the Press asking why the 4,500 
Jews of Syria are not allowed to emigrate freely in 
accordance with the U.N.'s Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. Q 
Submitted by David Jacobson 
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VIETNAM 
end or beginning? 
1. THE WAR 
The 1975 offensive m South Vietnam really 
began with the fall of Phuoc Binh the capital 
of Phuoc Long Province on January 7. It mark-
ed a retum to the political position of the PRG, 
prior td tiie Paris Agreement, when they consis-
tently refused to accept Thieu or to work with 
any Saigon administration headed by him. 
But this is now portrayed and justifiably, as part of 
the struggle to implement the Paris Agreement, which 
•Thieu had steadily refused to do over two years. It also, 
of course, comcided with an upsurge of opposition to 
Thieu m the areas controlled by Saigon. It does seem ' 
clear that the present massive PRG/DRV victories have, 
at least to a considerable extent, been due to the total 
disintegration of the Saigon army and admuiistration, 
rather than to the scale of the offensive. Moreover, there 
is no evidence that the successes of the revolutionary for-
ces have been due to superiority in arms oi: even to a lack 
of munitions on Thieu's side. Even with military aid red-
uced to $700 million, Saigon still had a 3-1 artillery ad-
vantage and, on Feb 1, tlie Wasliington Post reported that 
Thieu had 13 times more munirions and, in the Central 
Highlands 18 tunes more, than the opposition. 
It is unportant to emphasize also that the revolution-
ary forces have not suddenly taken over half of the coun-
try. They legitimately held, under the Paris Agreement 
most of the provinces that were 'taken over* at the end 
of March, except for district towns and province capitals. 
But this, of course is significant, for the capture or ceding 
of cities in revolutionary wars has always signalled im-
minent victory for the revolution ,as in China, Cuba, Al-
geria, and North Vietnam. 
In the west the revolutionary forces are constantly 
blamed for the breaking ofthe Paris Agreement yet it 
is a fact that since the signing of the accords in 1972, tlie 
Thieu govemment 
- launched 59,794 land-grabbing operations against 
the liberated zone. 
- conducted 29,897 bombmg and armed reconnais-
sance air-raids during which the Saigon Air force drop-
ped more than 180,000 bombs of every calibre, and 
spread toxic chemicals which ravaged tens of thous-
ands of acres of land. 
- in all this more than 40,000 homes were burned, 
more than 3,500 mhabitants killed and more than 
5,000 wounded. 
- also in violation of the agreement the govemment 
still holds over 260,000 political prisonen and the 
number is rising. 
2. THE REFUGEES 
The cry from many sources in the west that the refu-
gees are 'voting with their feet' is another ofthe distort-
ions surroundhig the events in Vietnam. 
The refugee panic started in the central highlands and 
this is significant in itself. The Diem, Ky and Thieu regi-
mes all followed a policy of colonization ofthe highlands 
with Vietnamese settlers since 1954, knowing the Viet-
minh had strong support among the minority Montag-
nard people who Uved there. The ethnic Vietnamese were 
often given Montagnard land here and were seen as a base 
for Saigon forces. The ambushes on some of these refug-
ees were not by PRG/DRV forces but by Montagnards of 
these dispossessed communities who had worked with the 
PRG and were now retumuig to claim their lands. 
Even then the exodus was pooriy planned by the gov-
ernment forces and in the end the people were given two 
days notice and were forced to use roads which hadn't 
been used for years with govemment bulldozers clearing 
the way for their own troops. A French manager of a tea 
plantation who left with the refugees told Le Monde: 
Many died in the course of that exodus, not from com-
munist bullets which we practically never saw, but 
cmshed under their vehicles overturned by the bru-
tal buffeting of bulldozers. 
Ed Block an American Refugee and RehabiUtation officer 
working for A.ID. and U.S.A.l.D. who has since resigned 
m protest over the whole American position on the refu-
gees also exposed the fallacies surrounding the refugees. 
One major reason for the amount of refugees, he found, 
was the fear of massive govemment bombing and artil-
lery attacks in areas recently taken over by the PRG. 
This happened in the 1968 Tet offensive, the 1972 
Spring Offensive, and is happening now in Quang Ngai, 
andDarLac. 
Another major reason was the destmction of fresh wa-
ter and food supplies and often a 'scorched earth' policy 
of retreating government troops. After Hue and Da Nang 
there are also the fears of the rampaging government sol-
diers and savage-reprisals against people who chose to re-
main. In the Chicago Tribune the owner of a fashion-
able hotel in Nga Trang explained: 'I'm not as afraid of 
tlie North Vietnamese as I am of our soldiers, that's why 
I'm clearing out tomorrow. I don't want to be robbed, 
beaten or killed by President Thieu's crazy soldiers.' 
Now many people are remaining in the newly control-
led PRG areas who are often intergrating with the thud 
force groups. The Unified Buddist Church induendal in 
the third force movenient histructed its foUowers in Hue 
and Da Nang not to join the refugees fleeing south. Mean-
while the Liberation Radio continues to issue directives . 
for cadres and soldiers ofthe PRG instructing them to 
protect people's lives, property, their customs and reli-
gions etc. 
Another report from Da Nang gives some indication 
qf the feeUng towards the PRG by an army ofilcer of 
Saigon. Le Monde: 'As for me, I detest the Communists. 
For twenty years 1 have been lold I must be ready to sa-
crifice everytWng for the liberty of the country - but 
what liberty? Liberty to be thrown out on the road, to 
be massacred by pillaging soliders, to die of hunger and 
thirst, to be abandoned by our poUtical leaders? When 
the Communists arrive, I propose to coUaborate with 
them; I don'l want to hear anything more of that cyni-
cal and incapable government.' Despite all the odds then, 
stacked against the people wanting to stay in the homes 
it is teUing that 200,000 in Hue, 1,500,000 in Da Nang 
and 9,000,000 throughout the PRG areas have stayed 
and faced bombing, sheUing and often destmction of 
their homes by retreating govemmenl forces. 
FmaUy the poUcy towards the refugees can best be 
higlilighted by their treatment. After a twenty year refu 
gee poUcy, using the refugees as a human buffer zone, 
and to expose the Vietcong by depopulating the coun-
tryside, putting them in camps with inadequate shelter, 
food, fresh water, or sanitarion, guarded by armed guards 
so that they cannot retum, the American government at 
this late stage sliows concem - concem to get more aid 
through Congress, 
3. THE ORPHANS 
The new poUcy towards the orphans of Vietnam is 
along the same lines as that towards the refugees. The 
same people who supported the bombing and napalm-
ing of children, particularly the Dec 1972 raids which 
made a particular target of hospitals and orphanages, 
gave less than Wo of the budget under aid and recon-
stmction to the orphaned and maimed, are now falUng 
over each other to get orphans out of the country, a 
lot of whom StUl have parents or a parent alive. 
A report ui the London Guardian, however, best ex-
plained the added dimensions in the case of 'operation 
babyUft': 
' (the) real significance, so far as Americans are 
concemed, is that it starkly reveals how many Americ-
ans StUl impUcity beUeve it is better for Vietnamese to 
become Americans, rather than to remain Vietnamese, 
"^ as is their birthright But for a nation with a streak of 
moral pretentiousness running as deep as America's, the 
dangers ofthe airUft are enormous. For if the evacuation 
achieves its psychological purpose inside America - it 
can achieve no significant purpose hiside Vietnam - it 
wUl mean that when the faUure of arrogance and arms 
are not manifest, America - yet agahi evaded facing up 
to Uie lessons of Vietnam.' 
1 must add - take note Australia!! D 
Marian Wilkinson 
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The Women's Movement 
— A Critique 
The contemporary Women's Liberation Movement has its origins in the radicalism of the sixties, the Youth Movement that 
encompassed students, blacks and hippies. This general movement arose out of the contradictions within the capitalist systein 
between the actual work endured and an ideology that denies it. Capitalist ideology asserts the reality of values such as indivi-
dualism, subjectivity, personal freedom and choice, the development of the soul; values which are in contradiction to the act-
ual workii^s of capitalist institutions as evidenced by youth in the educational sphere. Universities are concemed with the pro-
duction of skilled technicians and professionals to ensure continued efficiency within the capitalist systenis. Mitchell expands 
on this by saying: "People are being educated not simply for the skills required in the increasing complexities of technical pro-
duction, but also for the expansion of the mental universe itself, a universe that has to be enormously much wider in a society 
geared to consumption than in one oriented around primary production." (1) 
Within an advanced capitalist system the Sphere of 
ideology becomes crucial, and it is in this area that the 
oppressions of the syslem are often most apparent. Peo-
ple experiencing cultural as much as economic oppres-
sion emerge as vital groups. 
Women within the Youth Movement were to discover 
that their oppression continued within all radical move-
ments, that the contradictions facing youth extended 
themselves in the case ofwomen. 
Women radicals of ihe sixties began to develop an un-
derstanding of Ihe oppression ofwomen. This understan-
ding evolved from an experimental base, from the 'poli-
tics of experience.' Women learnt to face their oppressed 
state as a result of reacting to the feminine condition, 
i.e., the role of wife, mother, sister or girifriend. They ' 
reacted to the actuality that women are deHned in ac-
cordance wilh tiieir relationship to men. The politics of 
the movement involved the development of a number of 
concepts - consciousness-raising (or speaking bitterness), 
collectivism, patriarchy, sexism, male chauvinism and 
male supremacy and finally feminism. These concepts 
were vital to a movement which was moving towards the 
radical feminist position that sexual oppression is the 
primary oppression. Tlie driving force behind the move-
meni was the recognition that women were always infer-
ior to men; that there is a basic male/female dichotomy 
based upon male control. 
Consequent with this experimental base was the em-
phasis upon the 'personal is political', the importance of 
developing women's confidence, the implications ofthe 
feminine conditioning of passivity, submissiveness, en-
durance and emotional warmth. Women must come to a 
realization of their oppressed condition, and attempt to 
change it by working together in struggles which affect 
the lives ofwomen e.g. the struggle for control over their 
own bodies; the struggle for equal pay for equal work. 
The early activities of the Women's Movement were 
therefore concemed with extending and disseminating 
feminist reahty. 
Reams of material were devoted to the female experi-
ence. In Australia, newspapers such as Mejane in Sydney, 
Refractory Girl and Vashti'^  Voice all retlected the poli-
tics of experience. National conferences, demonstrations 
and marches were held all of which served to present the 
tliesis that on all levels women are oppressed. 
As the movement grew in size, there developed a num-
ber of conflicts within it over the position of lesbians, 
blacks and working-class women. (The movement had 
originated with middle-class women because of the parti-
cular contradictions that these women had faced). But 
tlic fundamental problem ofthe feminists - as they saw 
it - was that of how to translate the insights and analy-
sis of all women's oppression in a strategy for change. 
(The assumpUon behind litis being that theoretical ana-
lysis lo date was now agreed upon; and that no further 
theory was necessary - an assumption with which I tot-
ally disagree). In Australia, this strategy took the form 
of the establishment of service centres for women; a 
strategy that was validated in the eyes of many women 
outside the movement by the role that the Labor Govem-
ment has played in giving financial aid to these centres. 
The Leichhardt Women's Health Centre established 
eariy in 1974 was designed to provide altemative health 
care for women based upon concept of self-help and 
therfore control over own bodies as one of the basic is-
sues in gaining control over our lives. 
Health centres, rape crisis centres, shelters or refuges 
for homeless or battered women have been established 
throughout Australia in the past twelve months. Many 
women have become Involved in the movement becuase 
of this new-found activism. They have not been invol-
ved in any on-going analysis of the oppression of.wom- ~ 
en;but rather the strategy for change has assumed the 
primaiy position in Ute women's movement. 
International women's Year activities arc based upon 
the assumption that women are oppressed at all levels; 
and that we can best overcome that oppression by the 
establishment of centres aimed at allowing women to 
realise their full human.potential! Women's oppression 
- according lo the radical feminists - lies in the male/ 
female dichotomy based upon male domination; and 
the social structure actively reinforces this division. 
Women must work on all levels to dissolve this division. 
The Women's Movement believes that feminism un-
ites women at the level pf their total oppression and 
that the response to this muist be ah attack on all levels. 
The first oppressor-oppressed relationship was that of 
the first division of labour between man and woman; 
thus the primary oppression to be overcome. The radi-
cal feminist argument is most fully developed by 9iul-
amlth Firestone in The Dialectic of Sex Firestone argues 
that the Marxist analysis is inadequate in its comprehen-
sion of women's oppression and that the rascal femin-
ism is an extension of Marxist theory. She posits the nat-
ural division ofthe sexes which precedes the economic 
determinism of classes as the historical basis. Her argu-
ment stresses objective physiological sexual differences. 
She believes the revolution is against Nature and not a 
specific historical form of society. 
We have attempted to take the class analysis one 
step further to its roots in the biological division 
ofthe sexes. We have not thrown out the insights 
ofthe sodalists; on thecontrary radical feminism 
enlarges their analysis, granting it an even deeper 
basis in objective conditions and thereby explain- . 
ing many of its insolubles. (2) 
The reproductive system is the material basis for 
sexual division and destruction of that basis lies in hu-
man scientific ability to transcend it. Nature will be con-
quered by Science and the cultural revolution will culmi-
nate in a sociely freed from labour in the factory and 
labour of the woman as mother. 
While Firestone's analysis contributes to a deeper in-
sight into the fundamental pattern of family relation-
ships, and the psychology of oppression common lo all 
cultures, and while she demystifies such concepts as 
'being in love', her basic premise - that of the dialectic 
of sex and the extension of historical materialism - must 
be'totally rejected. 
Her enlargement of Marxist analysis to incorporate 
the division of the sexes is materialist, but it is neither 
historical nor dialectical. What Firestone has done is to 
return to the concept of dualism that preceded the dis-
covery of dialectical materialsm. The resolution ofthe 
male/female duality through a scientific revolution is 
not a dialectical movement. Mitchell argues: 
Dialectical materialism posits a complex (not dualist-
ic) structure in which all elements are in contradic-
tion to each other; at some point these contradictions 
can coalesce, explode and be overcome but the new 
fusion will enter into contradiction with something 
else. Human society, is and always will be, full of 
a)ntradictions. (3) 
Neither is Firestone's theory historical, but rather it 
is simplistic materialism. Having established that there 
is an oppressor and an oppressed, she fails to ask the vi-
tal question of how these operate within any given, spec-
ific society. Without this specific knowledge - the know-
ledge of historical materialism - we don't have the me-
ans to overcome oppression. The specificity of women's 
oppression within a given historical context must be ana-
lysed and radical feminism fails to do this. This had me-
ant a crucial failing on the part ofthe women's move-
ment. 
Those women within the movement whojecognized 
tlie inadequacies of the radical feminist analysis have 
turned to socialist theory and have attempted to use soc-
ialist methodology in their analysis of the oprression of 
women. 
All socialist thoery ofthe nineteenth century, whilst 
stressing the importance ofthe subordination of wom-
en as a problem to be considered, failed lo solve this pro-
blem theoretically. Marx placed it in a universal context 
when he wrote: 
The relation ofrnan to woman is the most natural • 
relation of human being to human being. It indica-
tes, therefore, how far man's natural behaviour has 
become human, and how far his human essence has 
become a natural essence for him,how far his human 
nature has becorhe human for him. (4) ' 
He later placed women's oppression in a more specific 
context, that of the family, but his analysis concentrat-
ed rather on the family than on woman's place within it. 
Tlie evolution of property and the analysis of the eco-
nomy were common to both these contexts. 
Eiigels developed socialist theory in relation to wom-
an in The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the 
State where he locates the moment of female exploitat-
ion at the point of transition from communal to private 
property. Physiological weakness caused woman's inabi-
lity to work and hence her inferior status. The liberation 
ofwomen will occur with their entry into the workforce. 
In the theory of Marx and Engels, the position of wo-
men is subsidiary to an analysis of the family, and the 
latter is subordinated as a precondition of private prop-
erty. Subsequent socialists have merely stated th^t wom-
en's liberation will occur with the arrival of socijdism. 
They have not attempted to show concretely how it 
will transform women's condition. 
Women's liberationists who are also socialists recog-
nize that the liberation of women is but an adjunct to soc-
ialist theory and not an integral part of its structure .'Thus 
tlie realization that socialist theoiy to date is madequate in 
sempor froreat 13 
in its analysis ofthe oppression ofwomen. 
The Women's Movement has reached a stage where it 
IS becoming patently obviously that feminism must begin 
to developj theory by attcmptlngio locale the bpprcs- " 
sion of women, both in its generality and its specificity 
Neither sociahsl feminists nor radical feminists have dev-
eloped a theory; the former because to classical social-
ism die liberation of women is but an adjunct; and the 
latter because radical feminism is based upon dualism and 
experimental reactive actions. But both groups are essen-
tial to the development of that theory. I would argue 
that a radical feminist consciousness and the develop-
ment of a socialist analysis of the oppression of women 
are simultaneously necessary. 
Socialist women's liberationists have attempted to 
define the relationship of the Women's Movement lo 
socialism, but the real question is, as Mitchell argues: 
fhe use of scientific socialism as Ihe method 
of analysing the specific nature ofour oppression 
and hence our revolutionary role. (5) 
An understanding of radical feminism is necessary 
to this method, as is socialist theory lo date. The impli-
cations of women's oppression, as manifested in the 
radical feminist consciousness, must be the ground from 
which our politics develop, Male domination is an asp-
ect of our oppression, but it is integral to the total sit-
uation. Oppression by men and oppression by the sys-
tem interrelate. .. . ... . 
Thus the feminist consciousness has to grow and be 
simultaneously transformed by the development of 
a scientific socialist analysis ofour oppression. Feminist 
consciousness alone will not lead to the development 
ofa polilical consciousness, responding to all fomis of 
oppression. Socialist theory without a feminist consci-
ousness cannot understand the specific nalure of wom-
en's oppression, and will succumb to the dominant cap-
italist ideology i.e. idealist bdu^eois ideology, because 
it has refused the experience and analysis of oppression 
that would revoke il. 
The methods of scientific socialism musl be employ-
ed on the material of our oppression i.e. on feminism, 
in order to develop a theory that locates women's posi-
tion, boUi in Ihe wider culture and specifically within 
fhe capitalist system. 
In arguing for such a direction, I am arguing that it 
is essential that an autonomous women's movement ba-
sed upon the determination to develop a theory which 
will give tlie movement real political direction, come in-
to being. It is only from within an autonomous women's 
movemeni that such a theory can develop, for the theory 
starts from the basis of what it is.to^be a womcnVFoth 
^.•.' a general and'a specific historical contexL 
The first real steps towards the development of such 
a theory have been taken, I believe, by Juliet Mitchell 
in her recent book Psychoanalysis and Feminism, the 
argument of which is .... that a rejection of psycho-
analysis and of Freud's works is fatal for feminim. (6) 
Mitchell points to the task of psychoanalysis as tlie deci-
phering of how we acquire our heritage of the ideas and 
laws of human society within the unconscious mind. 
We - myself and several other women - iniend to ex-
plore the direction Mitchell has taken in this work in a 
future article. We believe that it has opened a whole ar-
ena the development of a revolutionary theoo' based up-
on the oppression of women. D 
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Austialia is a man's land - and always has been. From 
the day the first convicts set foot ashore at Port Jack-
son in 1788, the Australian female has been relegated 
to a secondary and markedly inferior position in Aust-
ralian society. The Australian sociological phenomen-
on of "Mateship" (which recognises every underdog 
" but one - the female) is at once the cause and effect of 
the inferior position women hold in Australian society. 
To understand the origms and implications of our soc-
iety's attitude to women, it is therefore necessary to 
trace the development of the "mateship" syndrome 
from the colony's early days to the present. 
In the first wave of convict settlement, only 1/6 
\ ofthe convicts sent to Australia were women. Even as 
late as 1828 there were 333 males for every 100 fema-
. les in the colony. This distorted sex ratio had several 
implications 1) the majority of men, convict or other-
wise, had little if any social contact with women. They 
were therefore thrown inlo the company of other men 
for relaxation and social intercourse, 2) given the dist-
orted sex ratio, and the lack of traditional avenues of 
female employment in the embryonic society of the 
colony, prostitution was the most profitable role for 
most female convicts, 3) marriage was an asset to the 
soldiers and ticket-of-leave men and it soon became com-
mon practise to sell off female convicts to officers, free 
settlers and any other bidder. This was the closest Aust-
ralia ever came to the slave trade. The result of such 
practices was a historical era in which women were re-
garded as chattels. Either the women were not available 
through their lack of numbers, or they existed only as 
sexual objects for momentary diversions or as a piece 
of property to be acquired as a farm or a horse. Thus, 
with the convicts, came the start of the male domina-
ted society. 
As the colony began to tentatively explore and set-
tle the lonely areas beyond Sydney Harbour, another 
factor crept into the process of alienation between 
male and female. The harsh nature of the physical en-
vironment meant that men alone made the initial encro-
achment on the bush, and therefore came to rely on ot-
her males for help and even survival. There was little 
if any, opportunity to become involved with women al 
any level of social-interaction. Il was in the bush too, 
•that the popular view of democracy developed. The 
Australian concept of democracy grew to be collective 
ralher than individualistic. In contrast to the American, 
view'which emphasizes the individual, the Australian 
emphasis is on solidarity with the mates and ultimate 
loyalty to them. To the lonely Australian bushman, the 
values and demands of mateship and fellow feeling, be-
came a substitute religion - the established religions of 
the time liaving little appeal or relevance in the Austra-
lian environment. 
Mateship, then, by the mid I850's had established it-
self as one of the strongest social mores in the rough col-
onial society. Implied in mateship was the exclusion of 
woman, either by their not being available or not being 
wanted. Women were given little opporiunily for expre-
ssion and when they did express themselves, what they 
said was given little worth and generally ignored by men. 
However, it was not until the I890's that the princi-
ples of mateship were enshrined in Australian culture. 
With the 1890's came the Nationalist Poets - such po-
els as Lawson; Patterson, Brady, Rodgers. This was the 
period when a romantic patriotic Sentiment played its 
part in bringing the Australian nation into being. Most 
patriots at the time fell that specifically or characterist-
ically Australian values were to be seen most clearly in 
the bush; because bush life, necessarily, differed most 
markedly from whal was still felt to be the norm life in 
Britain. 
Hence this was the period of the bush ballad, which 
both reflected ;ind helped to inspire nationalist senti: 
ments. However, the values of the bush were those df -
the rugged individual bushman, ofa masculine pioneer-
ing community - men involved in conflict with a land 
and climate where victories were iiever certain and sel-
dom easy. If women existed, it was in a totally remov-
ed spectrum,.involved in their traditional role (of mot-
her and housekeeper ~ "The Drover's Wife"). The pic-
ture painted by the poets of the '90's is the picture ma-
ny Auslralians today cherish as the "true" Australian -
it is a picture that almost entirely excludes women be-
yond the wife/housemaker role. 
Tliere is then, no tradition of female involvement in 
Australian social life. There isa dearth of prominent fe 
male personalities with which women in Australian soc-
iely can identify. Caroline Chisholm stands as an ex-
ception of course. However, Ms Chisholm, by her very 
prominence, established a pattern of female involvement 
in society which is little different to that imposed by 
the "mateship" syndrome. She placed a great deal of 
emphasis on marriage and the importance of marriage 
lo a giri. She raised no issue of principle concerning wo-
men's rights but indeed set a pattern for female involve-
ment in public life, to be limited to the practical and 
the philanthropic. 
The manner in which women got the vote in Austra-
lia, also did little lo raise female consciousness. Austra-
lian women were granted the vote in 1902, thus being 
one of the first in the world. However the very ease 
with which they were granted the vote, meant that none 
ofthe heightened consciousness that flourished in suffra-
getle movements overseas, touched Australian woman-
hood. Indeed society's prevailing attitude to women who 
attempted to break away from existing stereotyped rol-
es, was epitomized by the statement of a Victorian min-
ister who in 1921 had this to say - "Every woman who 
uses up her natural vitality in a profession or business or 
in study, will bear feeble rickety children and is indeed 
spending her child's inheritance on herself." 
Austraha then, offers a unique situation in-the study 
of male/female relationships and ihe role of women in 
society. It is only in Australia that the supposed inferior-
ity ofwomen, or more precisely, the exclusion ofwom-
en, is enshrined in the national culture. Australia must 
be the only nalion in the world where a man is looked" 
on with suspicion if he prefers female company lo male. 
Men enjoy themselves more when alone - it is only dur-
ing the brief period of courting that men actively seek 
out the female company. 
Australian womaiiiiood then has a unique struggle 
before it. Women must struggle to build a totally new 
precedent of meaningful female involvemcnl in socie-
ty - an involvement that extends beyond the wife-mot-
her stereotype or the part-time charily work that soci-
ety now recognises as the only fields of female partici-
pation. Only then will Australian women achieve any 
sortofequality or recognition. ., D 
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WOMEN'S D ILEMMA: 
A LOOK AT DEPRESSION AND SUICIDE IN HOUSEWIVES/MOTHERS 
The most important "roles" for women in our society are that of wife and mother. They are, however, 
only 'pseudo-roles' but the majority of women are forced (by a general all-round lack of power) and 
conditioned to accept them. The family is the prime instrument for the oppression of women by society, 
and more especially, the roles (housewife/mother) that are assigned to women within this institution. The 
loss of these so-called roles produces a "feeling of worthlessness" which often results in depression and 
suicidal tendencies. 
Pauline Bart, in her study of Depression in Middle-
Agcd Wonien, found that these women became depre-
ssed, "due to the loss of a former role (maternal) and 
a subsequent loss in self-esteem rather than the horm-
onal changes of menopause," (in Gomick & Moran, 
1971:176) . A role is very much a question of self-id-
entity, and when a 'role' is lost most people (i.e. main-
ly men), can lake on another role and their self-cone-, 
ept changes accordingly. What alternative does society 
offer to a woman whose 'maternal role' has been lost 
because her children have grown up and left home? 
The majority of middle-aged women (particulariy 
between the ages of forty and fifty-nine) suffer severe 
depression. Ms Bart noted that, "the departure of chil-
dren is more difficult for women whose primary role 
is-maternal" (1971:168). She also found that housewi-
ves have a higher rate of depression than working wo-
men because housewives have more time to devote to, 
and identify with their children. "Housewives who have 
overprotective relationships with their children suffer 
the highest rate of depression of all when the children 
leave home" (p. 178). Not only do women become de-
pressed but, according to a recent American survey, 
housewives comprise the largest single category of at-
tempted and completed suicides (Farberow & Schneid-
raan, 1965). 
It is usually thought that no sane person would kill 
her/himself, and that therefore, every individual com-
mitting such an act is suffering from a mental disorder 
at least at the time of the act. If this were so, one 
would expect a significant decrease in the suicide rate 
in recent years as there has been a tremendous growth 
in the "helping" professions. However,, quite the oppos-
ite is the case, as Ari Kieu pouits out, "Suicide has re-
mained the twelfth most common cause of death since -
1950" (Anderson & McLean eds; 1969:4) 
Generally more women attempt juicide more often 
than men, and fail at it more often. Contemporary sur-
veys in the United Kingdom and in the United States 
suggest that the number of suicidal attempts is sbc to 
ten times that of suicides and about 45% of these make 
more than one attempt (Stengel, 1969: 89-91). Phyllis 
Chesler describes female suicide attempts as an "essent-
ial act of resignation and helplessness." (1972:49). Wo-, 
men find it extremely difficult to take any physical ac-
tion either against themselves or others. We, as women, 
are conditioned to having these actions done for us, and 
to us, by males. 
In examining suicidal individuals, namely housewives, 
it is necessary to tum to the people that she is emotion-
ally/physically involved with (i.e. the family). Richman 
and Rosenbaum carried out a survey of the suicide pot-
ential of the family in 1969. Over a hundred families 
with suicidal problems were studied and the researchers 
found fourteen characteristic points of all these famil-
ies. Most importantly, for our purposes, these families 
suffered from depression due to a change in former rol-
es. Richman found that, "the most frequent occurrence 
of the suicidal act resulted from family conflict over a 
change or attempted change in the assigned role of a 
member of that family," (in Anderson & McLean 1969: 
33) 
The family is the basic unit of society and a mem-
ber of a family loses a role that he/she has over-identi-
fied with to the point where a self-identity is lost, then 
this person becomes the 'emotional scapegoat' of the 
rest of the family. 
The menial roles that women are forced to play, 
such as housewife and mother are only really pseudo-
roles. They are determined by society to be "meaning-
ful" and "satisfying" roles . Women have to fit into 
these roles, they are not allowed to find their own (such 
as doctor, solicitor, labourer, carpenter, or whatever). 
When and if women do become members of the work-. 
force it is only in a secondary capacity to that of their 
role as 'mothers' (they even become labelled as 'work-
ing mothers'). 
The oppression of women within the family not only 
leads to depression and suicidal problems, it'also produ-
ces a "tendency to small-nundedness, petty jealousy, ir-
rational emotionality and random violence, dependency, 
competitive selfishness and possessiveness, passivity, and 
a lack of vision and conservatism". Juliet Mitchel des-
cribes these "the result of the woman's objective con-
ditions within the family - itself embedded in a sexist 
society. (1972:162). D 
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Lesbians m the 
Women's 
Movement 
Lesbians in Brisbane are, generally speaking, still very 
reticent about involving themselves in die Women's Mo-
vement. As a member of Patchwork, I have heard tune 
and time again "Yes, we should involve ourselves in Wo-
men's Liberation" but very little is done to this end. 
Why? Many women are still very quiet about their gay-
ness and feel unsure about the reception they will recei-
ve when attending a straight Women's meeting. 
From my own experience the gay liberation issue has 
been discussed withhi the Women's movement as just 
that - an issue; very little work has been done on the 
personal level e.g. How do women feel about loving one 
another sexually as well as emotionally? Are there still 
women in the movement who are intimidated by that 
old bogey "Women's liberationists are all lesbians and 
man haters"? 
In Sydney and Melboume the core group or women 
behind Women's Uberation are Lesbians. "Elsie" - the 
Women's sheher h Sydney and also the Rape Crisis Cen-
tre there, are almost soley operated by gay women. In 
mentionmg this I am not tiying to appear elitist, nor 
am I playmg a game of pne-up-manship rather that 1 am 
trying to show that gay women can overcome so much 
by their very real independence within a male-domina-
ted hererosexual society. TKey have so much more en-
ergy to devote to such things as "Elsie" and the Rape 
Crisis Centre because they do not have to rely on men 
but also because they gain strength and love from each 
other. Somethhig which all women should work towards, 
whatever sexuality, however it seems that straight wom-
en have much more difficulty in doing this. 
The' 'Feminism and Socialism" Conference held in 
Melbourne late last year was an excellent example of 
what is still going on, not only in Brisbane but through-
out the Australian Women's Movement. Many topics 
were discussed but the Lesbian question was discreetly 
avoided and skirled around even though there were con-
siderable numbers of Lesbians attending the conference 
until a group of Radicalesbians fotced the forum to face 
up to theb personal feelings about loving another wom-
an. Not only did they discuss what they really felt but 
because of douig so there was a lot more warmth and 
communication generated andjhe majority of women 
felt that a certain amount of solidarity has been created 
between the straight and gay women. 
I feel that until every woman confronts these questions, 
there will be no tme women's liberation. Afterall how can 
we begin to believe in ourselves as women until we trust 
each other, until we respect eadi other, perhaps until 
we love each other? Q 
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« Women and Madness^ 
A REVIEW OF PHYLLIS CHESLER, WOMEN AND MADNESS 
Allan Lane, London 1974. . 
Something in me rebels against Incoming fat. Rebels against becoming 
healthy, getting plump red cheeks, becoming a simple robust woman, as 
corresponds to my true nature. . . For what purpose did nature give me 
health and ambition? . . . it is realty sad that I must translate all this 
Toroe and urge to action into unheard words (in her diary), instead of 
poweirul deeds. . . I am twenty one years old and am supposed to be 
silent and grin like a puppet. I am no puppet. I am a human being with 
red blood and a woman with a quivering heart. . . Oh, what shall I do, 
how shall I manage it? . . . l a m not thinking of the liberation of the 
soul: I mean the real tangible libeiation of people from the chains of 
their oppressors. . . I want a revolution, a great uprising to spread over 
the entire world and overthrow the whole social order. I should tike to 
forsake home and parents like a Russian nibilist, to live among the poorest 
of the poor and make propaganda for the great cause. Not for the love of 
adventure! No, no! CaU it the unsatisfied urge to action... 
Ellen West, one of the women discussed in the firsl chapter of Phyllis 
Chester's book 'Women and Madness', as a young woman, saw the world. 
stretching out before her, exciting and challenging, full of possibilities. By 
the time she was thirty, that is, after a few love affairs, a marriage and at-
tempts at study, her view of the worid had contracted and she could see no 
way. Doctors discussed, still discuss, how to diagnose and cure this woman 
whose worid had reversed itself. She felt isolated, separated from human 
contact by the walls of her glass ball. After a brief period of "improvement" 
Ellen West killed herself. 
One good aspect of this book, in its setting in the anti-psychiatry era, is 
that Phyllis Chesler has few illusions about the pain and agony of madness, 
. and escapes the temptation to romanticize madness, or what passes for mad-
ness. Few women are genuinely mad in our culture. Those who are often 
have the experience and its meanings circumvented by psychiatric intervent-
ion. More women are driven into "madness" because they are deeply unhappy, 
self-destructive, economically powerless and sexually impotent. 
Today, Chesler claims, more American women than.ever before, and more 
American women than men, seek psychiatric help and hospitalization. She 
provides figures lo demonstrate this. Students in botli Sociology and Social 
Work departments at the University of Queensland in 1974, looked at 
figures of admission to Queensland hospitals and were not able to con-
firm this predominance of wonien over men for Queensland on initial 
analysis. More men tlian wonien were in-patients of public psychiatric 
hospitals. Slightly more men than women were admitted lo psychiatric 
wards of public hospitals. (To say that the latter figures reflect die use 
of such wards as detoxification units does not entirely dismiss tlie meaning 
of such figures.) However, in terms of seeking private psychiatric ad-
mission, women far oul-numbered men. Also, there were some differ-
ences in diagnosis-more women than men were diagnosed as depressed, 
more men than women were diagnosed as having alcohol-linked problems.' 
Chesler finds a similar profile. 
This pattern of sex-linked symptoms appears first at Child Guidance 
Clinics, where boys are more commonly referred for aggressive, anti-
socicd and competitive behaviour, ^ris for personality problems, excessive 
fears and worries, shyness, timidity, lack of self-confidence and feeHngs 
of inferiority. In adults, men's symptoms typically reflect destructive 
hostility towards others, women's symptoms found to be self-deprecatory, •'.> 
depressed, perplexed, suicidal. In other words, women more typically 
turn their depression and its associated anger in on themselves. Tliis, 
argues Chesler, is congruent wilh accepted female roles and safer for wom-
en, both because tliey would fare badly in physical battle, and would also 
lose the sympathy accniing to the depressed role by being seen not only 
as "crazy" blit also "unfeminine". However, in some forms of madness, . 
in particular "sdiizophrenic", some interesting reverals occur. In one 
piece of research it was demonstrated that female schizophrenics were .' ;•, _• . 
more dominant and aggressive wilh their .parents than female, or male 
normals, or male schizophrenics. Male schizophrenics presented more 
"feminine" pattern of passivity than female schizophrenics or nomial 
males. One writer suggested that "the overacUve dominating female and 
the underactive passive male are cultural anoihalies and therefore hospit-
alized". Chesler sees it as a form of sex-role alienation. However, tlie 
" female still fares worse, Chesler argues, for this society more easily accom-
odates the "passive", "dependent", "unemployed" male, as women are 
prepared to nurture tliem, tlian it is to accomodate "dominant" and "in-
dependenl" women. This section leads Chesler to the thesis "Wliat we 
consider 'madness'whether it appears in women or in men is either the 
acting out ofthe devalued female role or the total or partial rejection of 
one's sex-role stereo-type ". 
Chesler has an interesting chapter on the clinicians. Over the decade 
1960-1970, the American Psychiatric Association comprised 90% men. 
Women psychiatrists and clinical psychologists are disproportionally in-
volved in the profession's "women's work"-seeing pre-adolescent children 
and women. Male clinical psycholopsts outnumber women clinical psy-
chologists in a ration of two to one. The sodal work profession, which 
has the least prestige and the lowest wages, is female in a ratio of two to 
oiie. So Chester's majority of female patients have been seen by a pre-
dominantly male professional population. 
In a study by Broverman et al, of male and female clinicians, il emerged 
that there vwre different standards of healthy behaviour for men and 
women, and that the concepts of healthy behaviour in females differed 
significantly from whal was regarded as healthy adult behaviour and 
healthy male behaviour. Clinicians saw women differing from healthy 
men by being more submissive, less independent, less adventurous,easily 
hurt, more emotional, less aggressive, etc., etc. One can draw two con-
clusions, either that the standards of mental health are themselves 
male in orientation and/or that what is encouraged in female behaviour 
is an unhealthy form'of behaviour. 
Psychotherapy as a forni of response to human miseries has been 
widely criticized by many people. As an institution, it can be viewed, as 
Chesler summarizes as "a form of social and political control that offers 
ihose who can pay for it temporary relief, the illusion of freedom and a 
self-indulgent form of self-knowledge; and as an institution tlial punishes 
those who cannot pay for such illusions by being forced to label their 
unhappiness as psychotic or dangerous, thereby helping society consign 
them to asylums". Psychotherapy, as an institution, Chesler argues, 
whether the clinicians be male or female, is a patriarchal one. As well 
as the dangers arising out of the political blindness of Iherapy, there are 
for women additional problems, for iherapy, Chesler argues, is just one 
more unequal relationship, one more attempt to gel from attention and 
understanding what has not been found in marriage, a personal solution 
"in the arms of the right husband, on the couch of the right therapist". 
In the last chapter, Phyllis Chesler discussed issues about female psy-
chology, women's need to experience themselves as a group undivided 
by issues of class, race, ideology, the difficulties women experience in 
groups because oPtheir previous conditioning which will not vanish wilh 
insight however political, and the contentious issue of so-called "male" 
versus "female" activity. This latter issue is important in any debate as 
to how women are lo proceed today. It is no good, in Chesler's view, 
simply to reject the power of the male establishment. As she said in her 
interview on Late Line (ABC Radio), women cannot reject that power, 
because they never had it - they have always been excluded from that 
power. Idealism; altruism, compassion are luxuries for the powerful and 
necessities for the powerless. Initially women have to gain power to de-
feat the rule of violence, and to gain that power they have lo be able to 
survive. Chesler looks briefly at Amazonian cultures as potential models 
of alternative female behaviour. 
How are women to banish madness from their condition? By entering 
the mainstream of human social action; by dominating public social in-
stitulions-in o^ der..l$;>.elnsittf'that they-are not used against women, as 
well as to gain,Uf4%pV^ r;Uwt^ ^^ ^ full participation; by develop-
ing and hayiiig iireng^ ahdisidU by disciplines, courage, 
confideiioB/;ffligcri the'ahlliiy'tp M^^^  seflislily on their own be-
half and one behalf pf theic sisters.,.Women's ego-identity must somehow 
shift from ccihcem for specific"olhers" to concern for tiieir own survival 
as strong indiyidiials,.,; : .' 
In geQeral.-thebbpic accumulates a lot of interesting information and 
research about women's experiences with madness and psychiatric in-
stitutions. Tlic interplay of research, mythology and glimpses at Phyllis 
Chesler's own thoughts certainly make it an important milestone in fem-
inist literatuie. However 1 do not think Phyllis Chesler succeeds entirely, 
perhaps more by default than design, in her stated task, that is, to describe 
the relationship between women's condition and what wc call madness. 
The nearest statement to a thesis occurs midway in the book and is quoted 
earlier in the.revlew - "what wc call 'madness' whether it appears in 
women or in.men is either the acting out of the devalued feminine role 
or the total and partial rejection of one's sex-role stereo-type". That 
this is an insufficient account can be judged by the fact that, if one 
accepts that many people are driven into madness by such things as pow-
erlessness, there are, Phyllis Chesler would agree, more forms of power-
lessness than that attached to the female role. Tlic difference in synipto-
mology from wHich Chesler draws the above conclusion could suggest 
simply that iheexpression of madness takes different conditioned forms 
in men and wotnen and attracts different responses. 
Much of wriatdilBsIer argues about women's experiences with 
i'psycliiatry and theirapy have been argued in general lemis by otiiers-
•liing, Szasz, the".Rougli Times" Collective, the Socialist Patient's 
Cpllectivej Heidelberg - mid whal Chesler often does is to pursue the same 
Varguntehtsiwith.p^^ to women's situations. Wliat isnot 
sorted oiit sirffici^ htiy by Cliesler is what, if anything, is peculiar to 
women's ex[»nences of madness and of psychiatry and attendant instit-
ulions. '^ere^she.^oesdo this for example, with regard to symptoms, 
the boolc is particularly interesting. Tliere is some suggestion that attempts 
.toreplicate'AjjrtericM^ figures in Australian conditions is not necessarily 
going fole'adtoUie same data as that on which Chesler bases her aigu-
'ments. There aire some grounds for arguing that with respect to many 
forms of p^chiatric care women actually fare "belter" than men. Para-
doxically as poirifed oul by Phyllis Chesler, and confirmed by Queens-
land flgutesj marital status (in particular, the single status) is a more im-
portant, predictor of psychiatric admission and re-admission in men. (There 
is'thb real underside ofthe myth that women need marriage!) The comm-
ents made eariier in the review about Queensland figures suggest the need 
to look carefully at tlie class factor and its implication - it is apparently 
middle class women who arc "over-favoured" by private psychiatric care. 
My final comment links to the one above. I thiidc it is a mistake, even 
to leam about women and madness, lo focus almost exclusively on women. 
Madness and unhappiness are the areas where all bieaks dowM - the common 
melting point of the breakdown of social institutions and myths, as well 
as, as Foucault 2 would argue, the point of dialogue with the irrational 
and its insights. Are men driven into madness by something different 
from women, or are men and women driven into madness by the same 
tilings? If men are driven into madness by the hopeless pressures of their 
competitive, aggressive, "captain in command" life-styles, then this is 
of vital importance to wonien, because il further adds to the notion of the 
madness of sex-role stereo-typing, and is one ofthe important breaking 
points of the male life-style. 
If women are driven more easily into madness, as Chesler argues, 
especially into depression, because that social role is closer to women's 
role anyway and more acceptable, then this has to be set against the com-
parable figures of alcohol and drug addiction in men. Do the latter exist 
simply because men are not allowed to be depressed, or cannot afford to be? 
Finally, any attempts to leam more about madness, must take account of 
class factors, which have been demonstrated repeatedly lo be significant 
in terms of admission, diagnosis and treatmenl. 
Let not my comments be construed as the wel blanket. Phyllis Chesler's 
book is certainly the starting point of any account ofwomen and madness, 
and is rich in what is has lo offer. 
FOOTNOTES 
1. Gail Stringer (1974)" 'Feminine' Culture and Its Stresses On Tlic Mental 
Health Of Women". Unpublished Pass Thesis, University OfQueensland. 
2. Michael Poucault (1965) Madness And Civitizalion: A History Of Insanity In 
The Age Of Reason Tavistock Publ. London. 
IB semper floreat 
women: 
The Women's Uberation Movement is an explosion not without hist-
• orical precedent but to date it is the most aware expression by women 
of their oppression, for women are now beginning to comprehend their 
total condition as an exploited class. The general eruption of contradic-
tions in developing capitalist societies in the last decade viz, the youth 
revolt and the struggle against US imperialism and racism, have combi-
ned with the concrete situation of women in tiiese societies at this 
point of time, and with the more obvious contradictions within the fam-
ily - marriage institution to evoke this expression of total alienation 
and oppression on the part of women. 
THIS HEAITHV.NORMAL CHILD HAS A HANDICAP 
SHE IS ALREADY ROLE CONDITIONED 
TO ACCEPT HER PRETTY, PASSIVE PLACE 
when she grows up her job opportunities w i l l be 
nmited.and her pay low. maybe you don't c a r e - but 
It's a f a c t " job dlscrlmlnallon based on sex is not 
against the law. 
THE DYNAMICS OF SEXISM AND 
CAPITALISM IN AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY 
The origins and dynamics of the Women's Liberat-
ion Movement can best be understood in the perspec-
tive of the emerging contradiction between sexism 
and capitalism which characterises advanced western 
sodeties. Since the fifties, Australian capitalism has 
been characterised by what bouigeois economists like 
to term "over-fuU employment" (2) and labour short-
ages have constituted its most intractable problem. 
(3) To meet this need, women, the largest reserve 
of untapped labour, have been drawn into^the work-
force in ever increasing numbers. Between 1954 and 
1966, the female population grew by 29.1% while 
the female workforce increased by 69.7%. (4) A 
third of Australia's work force is now female and by 
May 1973,40% of all Australian women over fifteen 
were employed in gainful labour - a 1% increase in a 
year. (5) Married women now comprise more than 20% 
of the workforce (a 7% increase in nine years) and al-
most 63% of the female work force. (6) In Australia, 
the importance of female labour has grown as the re-
serve supplies of male inunigrants have been progifessl-
vely depleted by (1) their absorption into Australian-
Industries and (2) by their attraction to Common Mar-
ket countries where labour shortages have resulted in 
many good job opportunities for a vast number of pro-
spective inunigrants. Moreover, there is an increasuig' 
awareness on the part of govermnent that the accept-
ance of migrants in the numbers which were character-
istic of the immediate post war period will provide an 
intolerable and inilationaiy burden on resources Svhich 
have to be used to provide mlgriants with houshig, sch-
ooling and other public services. (7) A substantial pro-
portion of the economic growth in Australia is now at-
tributable to the increashig direct participation of wo-
men in the production and distribution of goods and 
services In the market economy. (8) 
CHANGING FAMILY STRUCTURE 
A number of other factors have also compounded 
to draw women into the labour force in massive num-
bers. In Australia, employment in service and yMte 
collar occupations has grown more rapidly than the 
labour force, as a whole. The growth of employment 
in these occupations - -secretarial work, retaU sales, 
teaching, nursii^, social work and so on, occupations 
that women have traditk)nally numerically dominated 
because of their "service" character, have brought more 
women into the market economy. 
Indeed over 55% of all Australian female workers 
are now concentrated in the service, sport and recrea-
tion fields. (9) Further, the length of time children 
now spend at school leaves them fewer opportunities 
to work at jobs that would supplement their family's 
income. Under the conditions of monetary inflation 
which now exist, many more married women must 
work since additional family income is still needed. 
(10) The entry of manied women into the workforce 
in large numbers is facilitated by the fact that wom-
en have now a longer life span; they spend a small pro-
portion of their lives bearing and raising chfldien; anji 
need to spend less time on household tasks, due to the 
introduction of labour saving devices. Frozen foods, 
Colonel Sander's Kentucky Fried Chicken and the like, 
are only the more recent manifestations of the trend 
towards pre-processing and production bi the market 
replacing home production for use. Furthermore, pre-
processed commodities and labour saving devices under-
mme whatever potential creativity some home-woiking 
tasks once had, so that women are uicreasingly turning 
to the labour market in search of more rewarding work. 
By drawing women into the workforce in massive 
numbers, and by appropriating many of the functions 
historically .performed by the familyrlhe dynamics of 
capitalism can now be seen to be undermiiting its very 
institutional basis viz, the nuclear family. However, al-
though marriages are dlsintegrathig hi Australia at an 
unprecedented spiralling rate, the resiliency of the fam-
ily unit Is quite astonishing. The perpetuation ofthe 
nuclear family in face of tids massive onslaught can be 
explained, argue Reich and Davies^  as a result of the col 
lective Interests, ideologies and actions of males as caste 
and capitalists as a class. (11) Males as a caste enjoy 
certain privileges widiin one family as it is now struct-
ured, and thev have supported its perpetuation both on 
an individual basis and through male dominated social 
institutions such as tiie Catiiolic Church. The functions 
the patriarchal nuclear family serves for Australian capi-
talism also helps explain the perpetuation of tiie fam-
ily as the basic unit of our society. As Muriel Meagney's 
brilliant analysis of tiie treatment of women in tiie Dep-
ression in Australia; reveals (12) the maintenance of a 
sexually segmented labour force is important in obfus-
cating class inlerests among male and female workers 
and also in providing a convenient reserve labour sup-
ply for crises like tiie second worid war. There are two 
additional crucial functions that the family serves for 
contemporary Australian capitalism. Firstly, the family, 
along wilh the schooling system, is the primary institu-
tion that reproduces and maintams the labour supply. 
It is in Uie family, as it is presently structured, that 
much of tiie socialisation of children into the hierarch-
ical roles necessary in a capitalist society takes place. 
Secondly, the family is also necessary for tiie mainten-
ance of the ethos of possessive individualism - a value 
h i ^ y congenial to Australian capitalism - despite what 
tiie "egalitarian society" mytii makers may argue. 
DEAD BUT WON'T LIE DOWN 
To summarize tiien, the development of capitalism 
in Australia since tiie fifties has resulted in an expari-
ded role for women in the workforce and the reduction 
of necessary household work, thus uridemiining tiie 
institution of the nuclear family which performs impor-
tant functions for tiie Australian capitalist system. How-
ever, at the same time that women are entering the la-
bour force and thus losing the inferior status associat-
ed with t^eir traditional function as a reserve labour sup-
ply, bourgeois society continues to sanctify tiie family 
and attempts to convince women that their basic social 
role consists of being motiiers and homemakers. Married 
women who work are, in particular, subjected to the 
moral invective of doctors, judges, social workers, clergy-
men and other male institutional figures and not infreq-
uently trade unionists, too may I add, who blame wor-
king mothers for all social "ills" from delinquent child-
ren to "permissiveness". ^ 
The role that Australian women customarily play in 
the family is frequently unfulfilUng yet, when tiicy seek 
liberation in work, they find only alienation. Most work 
Ul Australian society is alienating, and tiie jobs open to 
women, diaracteristically menial, are particularly unsat-
isfying. Nevertiieless, more women are able to survive 
economically outside the male dominated nuclear-fam-
ily and so can challenge the traditional power relation-
ships witiun the family. (13) Moreover, when they seek 
to improve then positions, re-define tluir social relation-
ships with men and eliminate harmful dominant-sub-
missive sex role dichotomies, women find the path blo-
cked not only by individual men but by the institutions 
of a capitalist and male supremacist society. It is out of 
such tensions that the Women's Liberation Movement 
has erupted in Australia since 1969. 
However, the emergence of this movement in Aust-
ralia by no means heralds the dawn of a new era for 
women. Unless-tiw Women's liberation Movement cap-
tures existent power bases and radically transforms tiie 
nature of the repressive, male-dominated hierarchical 
instutions of Australian society, women may be trap-
. ped in a new but moribund culture and wiU still be in 
the danger of being jettisoned back into the degrading 
pit of reserve labour in any capitalist crisis Uke tiie De-
pression. Moreover, tiie jobs women perfonii in Aust-
ralisn society are the sunplest to structure (clerical and 
routine service) and are cleariy tiie most likely to be 
, phased but by computer tedmology. Unless women 
develop a revolutionary critique and metiiod of attack 
.(one which successfully analyses their oppression botii 
as women and as workers) they may find, like the 
much vaunted women workers of World War U that 
their advancement is but a temporary phenomenon, 
and they may be once again relegated to tiie sexual 
ghetto - this time to a form of post4ndustrial apar-
tiieid. Various forms of tokenism such as the Prune 
Minister's Woman Advisor and the Queensland Govern-
ment's "top level Inquhy Into thestatus of women" 
are already appearing and witiiout tiie development of 
such an analysis and strategy, women hi Australia will 
be in tiie precarious position of not knowing whetiier 
their attitudes and demands are working towards 
some radical change, or whether tiiey are being neatiy 
co-opted into the unhindered progress of a repressive 
class society and are In fact merely helping to create 
the attitudes and release the ener^es that are needed 
by some new stage of capitalism^ 
Mftipttr iioriiai itf 
: shit workers 
WOMEN 
Many women in the University do not see themsel-
ves as victims of discrimination or sexism. The belief 
is that somehow the patriarchal society has stopped 
outside the walls of the ivory tower. But look again, 
ladies, it is here and it is all around you. 
Women who work m the University, as opposed to 
women who study in tiie University as students, regar-
dless of what type of work they do are not, what you 
might say, equally represented. Li fact tiie University 
is organised in much the same way as it is out tiiere 
in the community. 
Shall we look at Academia, where we can see that 
women are not as well represented as tiiey mighl be. 
Out of ninety-one professors at Queensland University, 
tiiere are two women professors - 2.2% of tiie total. 
It is noticeable that the percentage of women increase 
as we move down the academic ladder. S.45% of all 
Associate Professors/Readers are women i.c. 7 out of 
128 and 6.14% of all Senior lecturers are women. When 
we get lo the lecturer level tiie percentage jumps to 
tiie significant height of 15.58% senior tutor 30.59% 
while down at the bottom of the scale at tutor level, 
women have ahnost equal representation i.e. 43.96% 
of all tutors are women. It should be noted that a lar-
ge proportion of these women hold teniporary positi-
ons which means they are outside tiie promotional stru-
ctures and will remain tutors indefinitely. 
It is a common feature, outside tiie university to 
have this pattern of representation, where the greatest 
number of women are gathered in tiie lowest levels of 
activity. Is it that women are underachievers or not 
career orientated or merely have little tolerance for 
responsibility and decision makuig or is it tiiat wom-
en play an essential role maintaining the system's stab-
ility by providing a reserve pool of labour as shitwork-
ers. Looking at the figures, women's chances of success 
or upwara mbtiuity ui comparison witii tiieir male 
counterparts is not very briglit. 
EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY OR SHITWORKERS? 
motional structures and hence will have no opportun-
ity to advance to the higher levels. 
Throughout the whole work structure of the Univer-
sity, in every area wonien are better represented in tiie 
lower levels of activity. We also find that women are 
well represented in the traditional female service voca-
tions such as refectoiy workers, cleaners, library work-
ers, research assistants or secretarial and clerical work-
ers, most of whom have little chance of promotion to 
higlier levels. There are a total of 3,325 workers in tiie 
University of whom 41.35% are women, yet tiie pattern 
which exists throughout society is very evident in the 
University. 
The University is a male defined and dominated ar-
ea of society where women will only be able to parti-
cipate in the decision making and defining functions 
of tiic University if they are coopted into the system 
and cowtow to male definitions and male structures of 
decision-making and hierarchy which of course operate 
in tiie wider framework of a patriarchal capitalist soci-
ety. This creates a double bind situation for women 
who seek altemative defining and decision-making fun-
ctions in the University. How can women work lo cha-
nge tile stereo-typed image of women, laden with its 
negative yalues, so that women will be seen in a posi-
livc light, when to succeed in the University means to 
be emasculated by the patriarclial structures and so 
lose themselves as women. 
1975 is International Women's Year and the Internat-
ional Women's Year Committee in Canberra has decid-
ed lo celebrate women's acliicvemeni. What we may 
ask is - is il an achievement to support the patriarch-
al sociely where the highest levels of activity are still 
defined and dominated by men while women retain 
the subservient positions in the workforce as shitwor-
kers in mucli the same way as women's subservient pos-
ition in the family. One could say, what have women 
gol to celebrate anyway! • D 
Looking at the non-academic supporting academic 
activities category of workers, the same pattern emer-
ges. In the technical area 10.7% ofall tecluiical officers 
are wonien, however women form 35% ofall assistants 
in tills area. Looking at the administrative area women 
are almost totally unrepresented in the highest levels. 
Tliere is only one woman out of twenty-one personel 
who is neitiier a chief administrative officer nor a sen-
ior administrative officer but ralher one of tiiirleen ad-
ministrative officers. However 92.5% of women fill die 
lower levels of activities, generally as secretarial or clin-
ical workers, most of whom are in positions which as 
we saw above for tiie tutor group are outside the pro-
«» o 
a.u.s. women's campaign 
In January of this year, A.U.S. created a Women's 
Department and Laurie Bebblngton was elected as 
women's organiser to co-ordinate tiie activities of tiie 
Department. Laurie was in Queensland during early 
April and spoke briefiy about the Department at the 
Abortion Debate in Mayne Hall. 
Various areas of tiie campai^ which the Department 
is co-opidinating are as follows: 
WORKING WOMEN ON CAMPUS 
Tertiary mstitutions are a microcosmic reflection of 
the larger society and for female workers on campus 
tills often means blatant manipulation and discrimina-
tion. The pay and general conditions of female academ-
ic and general staff are often unsatisfactory. 
Female academics suffer tiie covert discrimination 
which all "career" women experience. They are often 
not considered for, or given tiie higher positions. The 
Universities provide a perfect example with female aca-
demics clusteruig around tiie tutoring jobs and male aca-
denucs occupying nearly all the professorships. 
The situation of the female general staff in tertlaiy 
instiutions warrants.primary attention. When the equal. 
pay decision was handed down some years ago, many 
women were subject to job reclassification. Thus, wo-
men contmued on different pay scales to tiieir male co-
workers. In a time of un-employment women in the 
workforce are tiie first to be retrenched. In many tert-
iary institutions this has already happened. 
CHILDCARE 
Most campuses do not have adequate cliild care fac-
ilities. This has a crippling effect on student parents. 
Adequate inexpensive (free?) child care, controlled by 
the parents is a necessary facility on all campuses. 
The issue of child care raises many other issues of 
which maternal responsibility is primary. Children are 
not solely women's responsibility and Child Care is not 
a "Women's Issue". 
SEXISM IN EDUCATION 
Many campuses lack student healtii faciUties and 
contraception and abortion counselluig. This is mat-
ched by a widespread ignorance of our bodies, fem-
ale sexuality, sensuality and sexual problems and pos-
sibilities. 
Discrimination against women exists throughout tiie 
education system. Research into female educational dis-
advantage diows tiiat giris are offered a narrower range 
of subjects, taught less well, in more poorly equipped 
schools. This is adequate to explain the generally low 
educational achievement of girls as a group. 
The content of courses and textbooks displays a bias 
which contributes to the limited vocational choice off-
ered to girls. Strong women in history, female artists, 
poets, writers, play writers, and female scientists have 
in many cases been either ignored or discredited. Thus, 
girls are deprived of strong role models while internali-
zing a destructive sc!? «niage. 
Tertiary institutions reflect tiie subtle channelling of 
women into particular' 'female" occupations witii a 
majority of women involved in teaching. Arts and Soc-
ial Work. Problems of bias in course content and text-
books are still present on the tertiary level. 
Women have been receiving tertiary education for 
many decades yet we are still not fully accepted and in-
tegraled into most institutions. Women's studies cour-
ses are a possible solution to problems of bias while 
considerable research is necessary in order to integrate 
knowledge by and about women in most disciplines. 
SEXUALITY 
Homosexuals exist and are oppressed oil every cam-
pus. Lesbians and male homosexuals organized al Jan-
uary Council in order to combat oppression.and the 
result is a National Homosexual Conference to be' held 
in August. The Women's Deparlment regards the opp-
ression of lesbian women as a primaiy target of tiie Wo-
men's Campaign. 
The Women's Department also circulates a newslet-
ter which has news from campuses throughout Austra-
lia. Any woman in AUS is eligible to receive this news-
letter. Just contact Mari Anna Shaw, AUS Officer, Un-
ion Building for furtiier details regarding the Depart-
ment, Campaigns or Newsletter. 
The "resources and facilities of tiie AUS Women's 
DeparUnent are at the disposal of women on campuses 
in order to effect change in tiie above areas. This year. 
International Women's year, is officially regarded as a 
celebration. Yet women have precious littie celebrate 
unless we can effect changes In.tiiese areas. • 
Laurie Bebblngton: 
AUS Women's Department Organiser 
2U Hmp«r tiorMt 
marriage -
to contract or 
While acknowledging our mutual affection by public-
ly assumingthe relationship of husband and wife, yet in 
justice to ourselves and a great principle, we deem it a 
duty to declare that this act on our part implies no san-
ction of, nor promise of voluntary obedience to such of 
the present laws of marriage, as refuse to recognize the 
wife as an independent, rational being, while they confer 
upon the husband an injurious and unnatural superiority, 
investing him with legal powers which no honorable man 
would exercise and which no man should possess. We pro-
test especially against the laws which give to the husband 
1. The custody of the wife's person 
2. The exclusive control and guardianship of their 
children 
3. The sole ownership of her personal, and use of her 
real estate, unless previously settled upon her, or pla-
ced in the hands of trustees, as in the case of minors, 
lunatics and idiots. 
4. The absalute right to the product of her industry. 
5. Also against laws which give to the widower so 
much laiger and more permanent an interest in the 
property of his deceased wife, than they give to the 
widow in that of the deceased husband. 
6. Finally gainst the whole system by which "tbe 
legal existence of the wife is suspended durii^ mar-
riage", so that in most Stat^j 
part in the choice o r 
a will, nor sue 51 
herit propej 
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society has felt was corrected through enlightened Ub-
eral legislation ofthe late nineteenth century and which, 
if there are slill traces today .can be corrected tiirough 
legislation. The married woman of tiie nineteentii cen-
tury was legaUy an extension of her husband; in fact, 
seen as being one with him. She was incapable of own-
ing or of disposing of property, voting, or of making any 
independent choices. In marriage her legal personhood 
was 'totally swallowed up or covered by the name and 
autiiority of her husband' (John Scanzoni, Sexual Bar-
gaining, Power Politics in the American Marriage p. 32). 
The degradation and oppression ofwomen which were 
brought about by law gave way only slowly. 
Reforms were made through tiie long and bitter stru-
ggle of beleagured women and their supporters. These 
were done against a background of legalistic (that fc male) 
obstructionism • What will be discussed here is tiie mar-
riage contract as it exisis today, its oppressive features 
and how it could be modified to at least protect a wom-
an's identity if she still wishes to marry. 
Marriage is ordinarily considered a contract freely en-
tered into by both partners, and the partners are assum-
ed to stand on a common footing of equal rights and dut-
ies. Dare Gillespie, an American sociologist, in an article 
called Who has the Power, the Marital Stiuggle ('Journal 
of Marriage and the Family', August, 1971) quotes Sheila 
Cronan who looked at tiiis 'free contract' in the Americ-
an situation of today; she considered how it is interpre-
ted legally. In many ways Lucy Stone's protest is slill 
applicable. These discriminatory laws in a very real way 
refuse to recognise the wife as an independent rational 
being.' 
Some of the more important ones are as foUows, a 
husband is legally enliUed to his wife's services and fur-
ther she cannot be paid for the work. She has to be pro-
vided with the necessities of life as applicable to her hus-
band's way oflife but is not entitied to any money for her 
own benefit. A wife is very much boiinu to her husband's 
economic situation - if he is transferred for reasons of 
employment she is bound lo go with him: She can be 
charged with desertion is she refuses to do so. Obvious-
Juation where the law can do little, for 
luld not think of refusing to go. 
pen for hordes of vindictive wonien. Al the same time, 
however a husband can assert his complete authority 
over a woman's sexuality. There is still the Victorian 
hang-over of a husband having a proprietary interest in 
his wife. He can sue under the heading of enticement 
tiie person responsible for depriving him of his wife's 
'favours'. The wife cannot sue under this. Again, where 
his wife has suffered injury through negligence, the hus-
band can sue the person responsible for his loss of con-
sortium - the companionship and service his wife sup-
plies. There is no reciprocal right for tiie wife: her loss 
is that of the breadwinner. Ironically in consortium the-
re is recognition.of the fact that the husband will have 
to pay sonieone to perform his wife's domestic 'duties'. 
The above legal considerations reflect society's pre-
sent view of marriage and as such are amenable to chan-
ge. However, tiiere is a point beyond which a court 
cannot go - the private agreement between two peop-
le as to their working relationship. This is the basis from 
which oppressive features generate. The husbandand 
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her decision - if it would impair her health or; 
business interests. Obviously, a woman working lE 
tory is going to find it difficult to establish reasor 
ness so that she cannot be charged with desertion, 
any woman though, tiiere is the added difficulty off 
ing to convince a quUe possibly hostile court. 
Sexual relations in a marriage would seem at first to 
be beyond, tiie province ofa court but in several ways 
the law has put tiic wife in a position where legally she 
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MOTHER I'M ROOTED 
Mother, I'm rooted. 
Can you help find me? 
I've lost my identity. 
Does love exist? 
People who are not people! 
Faces that are now what they seem. 
I am an iceblock, 
people eat me. 
I'm frozen to a Colleen duplicate 
until when eaten up. Melted, 
perhaps I'll shape to the unique being. 
Sorrow, 
what be joy without sorrow? 
When will I become me? 
Will I melt before i'm digested by society? 
Is friendship worthwhile? 
Is it real? 
Or a passing distraction to bite me? 
In my cosy womb i'm lonely. 
Is it time to be born? 
Why am i? 
They think I'm a hole to fuck, 
they think I'm a day to mould, finger and shape, 
to be screwed up. 
But, 
cunt or rpe? 
I've yet to see. 
* Colleen Allen 
ANONYMOUS 
The Day Beyond 
Self's firefly 
Shimmers, 
Marvels — antennae stretch streaks. 
Core's pulse 
Retires, 
Throbs — excelsior tumult. 
Extinction : 
Limp tumbling 
At last 
Dow/n black 
Icarus cloudbursts 
Grey day 
Falling in cassia leaves 
Failing in rose clots 
Grey mind 
Stinking of dank shit 
Stinking of female fear 
Mind, day whipped into empty frenzy 
In a scorpion frame. 
Beyond the jasmine, icing the forbidden shed 
His motorbike blasts past. 
Tin repulsion 
No longer causes quaking 
In iny veranda hollow. 
Nor do I topple inwardly -
Even the guru's ghost is asphyxiated. 
1973 
cut shred 
slice sliver 
dissect 
shiny thin edge 
blood beads 
i cut apart 
i cut apart 
what i feel 
and 
under the blood smears 
quick-dried scabs of emotion 
hearts haematology/haemhorrage/ 
at last 
excise the metastases, 
the corpse. 
malignant love 
spread from heart to mind. 
after successful radical surgery 
i will surely die. 
* Paddy McCorry 
POEM 
I remember now 
I left something with you 
ages ago: 
I'd have it back 
but won't ask 
nor know its circumstance; 
all early loves 
are left somewhere 
to clear 
"• Margaret Kilpatrick 
PAUSE 
There has been a pause 
In the leaving process; 
(A pregnant pause 
Were I cynic enough!) 
It is not serious -
Merely the difference 
Between full-stop and 
Comma. That's all. 
A full-stop' 
That became a comma 
That became another small 
Full-stop. 
Jane Lester 
TO LEIGH-ANNE WHO GOT OBSESSED WITH MOTHERHOOD 
AT A POETRY READING 
Dear Leigh-Anne. 
I am writing to bring your attention 
To some facts about having kids Judith Wright'doesn't mention. 
You may think having a baby fulfills you and gives you maturity. 
But you end up owing that baby twenty years' love and security. 
Your feelings are decidedly mixed as you see that your figure 
Grows daily, relentlessly, bigger and bigger and bigger. 
You find you're thirty-eight round the bust and it goes to your head. 
But you have to wear terrible bras and milk leaks all over the bed. 
tf you don't want varicose veins you wear Supphose to avoid them, 
Which are hot as all hell in the summer and no one every enjoyed them. 
You may get obsessed with sex as your pregnancy proceeds. 
But the lust of the men that you meet dramatically recedes. 
You have to leave work and you're suddenly idle and poor. 
You thought leisure was luxury, but now you're not sure. 
On the days when you're healthy and feeling serene as can be, 
All the zealots come up and say? "What about Z.P.G.?" 
They tefl you childbirth's a joy and leaves you ecstatic and shivery, 
Omitting to mention the facts about forceps delivery. 
You're sustained by the notion your baby is somehow unique, 
But you meet scores of girls giving birth in the very same week. . 
Unless you leave it briefly with someone you know 
That baby goes with you forever wherever you go. 
« Penelope Nelson 
« From "MOTHER I'M ROOTED", edited by 
Kate Jennings (Outl^ ack Pre»). 
DEDICATED TO ALL WOMEN WHO 
HAVEN'T LOVED A WOMAN 
Must you run from me? 
Are my hands so different from a man's? 
Or my tips too full and soft? 
Do my eyes affect you oddly? 
Is my body so strange in its familiarity? 
Am t so different? 
Is my love so terrible? 
Or is the fear growing from some deeper root 
Understood only by poets and weeping mothers? 
Must you run from windows beneath the skin? 
Listen, your answer may be different than mine 
But don't run from the question. D 
Anon 
union calculator 
18" COLOUR TV 
Electronic-Eye Automatic Control 
Colour, Brightness and Contrast adjust-
ment are all automatic. 
Go easy on your eyes with JVC's Elec-
tronic-Eye Automatic Control. This ad-
vanced circuit automatically adjusts 
brightness, contrast, colour for the finest 
picture - no matter what the room 
lighting conditions. You never touch the 
control knob, but the set gives a bright 
picture in daylight, a darker picture in . 
twilight. Another JVC innovation for 
picture perfect television. 
Brilliant Whites and Radiant Natural Colours 
110° Black Matrix Tube 
This MODEL has the very special black 
matrix picture tube. This is the tube 
that gives you sharper contrast and 
greater colour brilliance. 
How it worksl 
There is a matrix of phosphor dots with 
a black filter and all scattered electrons -
those which cause fuzziness and other 
picture disturbance - are absorbed by, 
the matrix to give you crystal clarity. 
Reliability and Service 
JVC Colour TV features a solid-state 
chassis with plug-in detachable printed 
circuit boards. The easy-to-remove panels 
ensure simple, fast service in the case of 
any malfunction and the unusual design 
of the chassis means servicing costs and 
time are reduced to an absolute minimum. 
JVC Developed Scene Control 
This Scene Control makes colour scenes 
more lifelike by reproducing brightness 
values more accurately . . . just as the 
station transmits them. Eliminates 
"washed-out" look and gives greater de-
tail and pure white in very dark and 
very bright scenes. 
Elegant Styling 
This JVC 18 inch Colour TV is as 
pretty as a picture — even when it's 
svifitched off. It's a truly slim-line model, 
thanks to the 110° picture tube, and 
the beautiful wood-grained cabinet blends 
harmoniously with any decor. The ultra-
modern control panel adds the finishing 
touch to a set you'll be proud to own. 
Automatic Fine-Tunlng Control (AFC) 
This advanced feature automatically ad-
justs the picture for fine tuning as you 
switch from one channel to another. A 
steady and sharp picture is always re-
ceived regardless of changes in electrical 
power or channel. 
JVC Nivico is one of Japan's leading manufacturers 
of electrical and electronic apparatus. 
The company's world wide fame in the field of high 
fidelity sound reproduction came about through the in-
vention of the compatible discrete quadraphonic record, 
more commonly known as the CD4 system. This pion-
eering research has placed JVC Nivice ahead of every 
other audio equipment company in the world, in devel-
opment of high fidelity quadraphonic equipment. 
Retail $599 
UNION PRICE $490 
plus optional 
service contract $45 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY HIRE PURCHASE DETAILS 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
HI Fl SPECIALS 
• » SUPERSEDED 
KENWOOD 
KSQ 400 
CONTtNUOUS POWER OUTPUT 
BOTH CHANNEI.S DRIVEN INTO 
8 OHMS SOHz-ZOKHz 
TOTAL HARMONJC DISTORTION 
AT RATED OUTPUT .6% 
DAMPING FACTOR 20 »t B ohms 
The KSQ '* 00 Includes SQ and RM quadraphonic decoding 
circuits. i ne unit contains Its own Inbuilt ampllflsr 
which is oartlcularly suitable as the rear channels amplifier 
In a 4 channel system. The unit Is also a normal 2 channel 
ampltfler with the added extras waiting lor a 4 channel 
system. The power output level with normal speakers 
IS sufficient to till« normal room with more than 
an adequate sound Intensity. 
;LS 
10 watts per channel 
KA4002A 
CONTINUOUS POWER OUTPUT 
BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN INTO . 
8 OHMS 1 KHZ. 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
AUX. INPUT 
TWs 2 channel amplifier tias two phono. Inputs, two AUX. Itipuis, 
one tape Input/output and one tuner Input. It is equipped with 
connectors for two pairs of speakers, which may be operated 
separately or simultaneously. 
Separate preamp out and power amp In Jacks are provided. 
The Price $154.00 
18 watts per channel 
.5% at rated output 
20HZ-A0 KHz 
The Price $79.00 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
OPEN* 
MONDAY - THURSDAY 9 AM - 7 PM 
FRrDAY 9 A M - 5 P M 
TELEPHONE 711611 
JVC 
VN900 
CONTINUOUS POWER BOTH CHANNEU5 . 
DRIVEN INTO 8 OHMS 50 watU 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION .05% at rated 
power (IKHZ) 
DAMPINS FACTOR SO at 8 ohms. 
This Is a powerful amplifier with the accessories a buyer would 
normally expect to find on such a unit, tt will accept two 
turntable Inputs, two tape deck Inputs and outputs, three 
auxiliary units, and two pairs of speakers. There is a reverse 
channel switch, pink noise generator, loudness contour switch 
and a muting switch to reduce volume whilst answering ttie 
telephone. 
In addition, tha unit Is fitted with what the makers call a 
Sound Effect Amplifier system, In effect a seven stage tone 
control system that is operated as a room equaliser unit. Tliis 
feature enables the user to compensate for deficiencies In the 
listening room by boosting or cutting any of the seven 
frequency levels calibrated beside tho knobs. The S.E.A. 
system also can be switched to operate during recording of 
tapes, a feature not available on most amplifiers. 
Free Batteries 
Many purchasers of the NOVUS Mathematician 
have reported very short battery life with the 
dry cell sold as part of the package. Follo\wing 
negotiations with the supplier of these calculators 
it is suspected that a batch of defective batteries 
appeared with these calculators. 
Purchasers of the NOVUS Mathematician 
are requested to bring their calculators to the 
Union Calculator Shop to receive a FR EE 
battery. This offer remains open until 31st. May, 1975. 
Purchasers of the NOVUS Mathematician now receive 
TWO batteries at the time of sale. This offer also 
closeson31st. May, 1975. 
Sound Accessories 
The Original DUST BUG $5.00 
SPEAKER FLEX 
FIGURE 8 SmELDED FLEX 
FOUR CORE SHIELDED FLEX 
DIN plugs 
RCA plugs 
STEREO JACKS AND SOCKETS 
DOUBLE ADAPTORS 
REPLACEMENT STYLI 
CARTRIDGES 
STYLUS BALANCES 
Audio cables made to order 
New Shop 
Encouraged by tlic succcis of the Union Calculator Shop, 
the Uiion has decided to open another .shop in the 
Shopping Centre. 
The presently vacant shop opposite the AUS Travel 
office wilt open for business aflcr the mid semester break 
in May. 
Its main business will be as a booking office for 
Maync llall concerts and concerts in Brisbane, sale of 
cheaper electrical goods such as desk lamps, electric 
blankets.toastcrs etc., portable lape recorders, car 
radios, bicycles, lelcvLsion rental service, accessories 
for do-it-yourself hi fi cntiiusiasts, plus other service lines 
such as a repair depot for many types of common equipment. 
Calculators 
Supplies of the Hewlett Packard 21 calculator arc becoming 
more easily available, although the delay on delivery is 
StiU about five weeks for ordeis being lodged this week. 
NOVUS has just released a new calculator suitable for 
Commerce students. It is the NOVUS Financier: amongst 
its specialised functions are the abiUty to compute 
present and future values, annuity payments, percentages 
depreciation schedules by the sum of digits method, 
automatic constants clc. Tlw price is a very teasonalslc $80 
tax exempt. 
Soon to become available arc a Colcx pockctable printer 
calculator below SlOO, the NOVUS Scientist, also under 
$100, Stress Analysis and aiomical Engineering packs 
for the HP 65, and some lower prices on the cheaper 
NOVUS calculators. 
The Calculator Shop has oi:ganiscd a big display of 
calculators and miniature computing equipment for 
EXPO UNI. The display will be held in tlie Holt Roo m 
area of the Refectory. 
SANYO CX 8105 
CZ 2171 
CANON F7 
F5 
COLEX ESR 8 
ROCKWELL 204 
financier 
NOVUS 
mathematician 
823R 
823T 
820 
850 
HI Fl HINTS No. 1 
Beware the over-rated amplifier 
One of the oldest tricks in the hi fl sales 
book is the misquoting of amplifier power, . 
in a manner designed to mislead the listener. 
There's certainly plenty of opportunity be-
cause of the different methods used to rate 
ampiifiers. For example 
IHF music power ratinss refer to the am-
pliTier's ability to handle spasmodic power pe-
aks. 
Watts RMS each channel driven: the 
more notable misleading examples appear 
with quadtaphorac ampUfiers wheie it is of-
ten possible to combine channels in the amp-
lifier to increase power output for two 
diannel play. This practice doubles the avai-
lable power but the salesman often forgets to 
tcU you that the 50 watt RMS per channel 
quadraphonic amplifier means that it is 50 
watts RMS per channel in Two Channel but 
only 25 watts RMS per channel in Quadraph-
onic mode. It also happens that if only one 
channel of the amplifier is connected to a 
sound source, the amplifier has a higher pow-
er output through that one channel alone than 
it would have through both channels if both 
diannets were connected to sound sources. 
Watts RMS botli channels driven rated at 
1000 hertz: This method overcomes the prob-
lems presented in the last section. However it 
introduces a further problem. The frequency 
of lOOD hertz is an established benchmark in 
some areas for rating amplifier power. The on-
ly problem is that the audible spectrum runs 
from 20 hertz (a barely audible bass sound) 
to 20 kilohertz (harmonics of some high-pit-
ched musical instruments reach well beyond 
the upper frequency limit of human hearing) 
Good quality equipment covers an audible 
spectrum usually between 30Hz and IS KHz 
Thus an amplifier rated at 1000 H z tells you 
very Uttle about the amplifier. 
Watts RMS both channels driven into 4 
ohms This rating mentions the internal re-
sistance of the speakers into which the ampli-
fier is connected. This rating is deceptive be-
cause almost every speaker system designed 
for domestic use is an 8 ohm speaker. The ac-
tual power delivered into an 8 ohm speaker is 
thus considerably reduced over the power 
that is delivered to a 4 ohm speaker. 
However, every amplifier ever built has 
a habit of mtshandlmg its input to some ex-
tent thus introducing distortion into the vol-
tage applied to the speakers. Distortion tends 
to increase as the volume control is turned up. 
It is important now to look at the distortion 
rating for the amplifier. Wliat should apppear 
in the distortion rating is a note that the 
distortion quoted is 'at rated output'. This 
means that the manufacturer has quoted 
the dklortjon at a level he considers appro-
priate for the unit, and has quoted power 
output at the level of distortion. Perhaps 
the best illustration of these points is to 
quote from one actual amplifier handbook. 
POWER OUTPUT (AT RATED DISTORTION) 
CONTINUOUS POWER Iboth channels driven 
20-20.0O0Hz» 
75+75W 1811) 
CONTINUOUS POWER (both channels driven) 
H5+115W(4U)at l.OOOHr 
80-I-80W (8U) at l.OOOHz 
CONTINUOUS POWER (each channel driven) 
120/l20W(4!i)at 1,000Hz 
85/85W (8U, at X.OOOHz 
IHF MUSIC POWER 260W Wl) at \,OO0Ht 
220W (8Ui at l.OOOHz 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 
(AT RATED POWER OUTPUT) 
OVERALL (from AUX) less than O.IX 
PREAMPLIFIER ONLY less than 0.05% 
POWER AMPLIFIER ONLY 
less than 0.1% 
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION (AT RATED 
OUTPUT, 70Hz:7,OOOHi=4:l SMPTE METHOD) 
OVERALL (from AUX) less than 0.154 
PREAMPLIFIER ONLY less than 0.05X 
POWER AMPLIFIER ONLY 
less than 0.1 % 
Next issue, distortion, tone controls, 
loudness etc. 
HP 21 
HP 35 
HP 45 
HP 55 
HP 65 
HP 70 
HP 80 
113.00 
171.00 
213.00 
342.00 
722.00 
237.00 
342.00 
[•£^ 
| r « HHUl 
-. 
44.00 
100.00 
148.00 
92.00 
69.00 
155.00 
i 
52 
in 
.00 
cassettes and taoes 
Rainbow 
C60 
C90 
C120 
Jamproof 
C60 
C90 
C120 
Retail 
1.99 
2.99 
3,99 
2.50 
3.50 
4.50 
Chromium Dioxide 
C60 
C90 
C120 
-
3.50 
5.00 
6.50 
Union 
1.55 
2.30 
2.95 
1.90 
2.50 
3.30 
2.50 
3.40 
4.55 
TYPEWRITERS 
Olivetti 
Olivetti 
Lettera 32 
Studio 45 
Lettera 36 
Lettera 32 
Studio 45 
Lettera 36 
portable electric 
DESK LAMPS 13.30 
Australian - made, top quality. 
WYT RAY fluorescent 
normally up to 20.00 
DESK FANS 
12" $28.50 . 
CEILING FANS 
36" S28.50 
48" S30.00 
56" S31.50 
-^—_^^^—^_____^__^^ 
$99.00 $78.00 
129.00 102.00 
Retail Union 
99.00 78.00 
129.00 102.00 
239.00 188.00 
3UO0 
21.00 
15.50 
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME - ADD $2,00 FOR REGISTERED POST 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
Located in the Union Shopping Arcade 
OPEN • 
MONDAY - THURSDAY 9 AM - 7 PM 
FRIDAY 9 A M - S P M 
Tel. 70 9817 or 71 1611 
24 semper tioreat 
REVIEWS 
JAZZ AT MASSEY HALL 
THE GREATEST JAZZ CONCERT EVER 
Prestige/L45405/6 $7.95 set of 2 records 
Billed as the greatest jazz concert ever, the statement 
falls close to the mark. The record was originally releas-
ed in 1953, went out of print and has now been re-mas-
tered. 
The concert represents an important part of jazz his-
tory as well as ofTering a collection of an immense qual-
ity in jazz musicianship. 
There had been a break from traditional jazz in the 
mid and late forties, started by greats such as Charlie Par-
ker and "Dizzy" Gillespie who began the inroads into 
progressive modern jazz. The New Jazz Society of Tor-
onto chose whom they considered represented the best 
jazz musicians of the time for a concert nt Massey Hall. 
The fusion of the talents of the musicians - Charlie 
Parker, alto sax - Dizzy Gillespie; trumpet - Bud Pow-
ell, piano - Max Roach; drums and Charlie Mungus, bass, 
produced a most memorable jazz concert. Apart from 
the inroads made into modem jazz by each of the play-
ers, most were near the peak of their technical ability. 
It seemed inevitable that musical fueworks would be pro-
duced. 
Parker and Gillespie dominate the development with 
Gillespie often providing the nucleus ofthe idea, then 
snapped up by Parker who formalizes it, to be finally per-
fected by Powell. In all, a happy fusion of technque and 
talent and a musl for anyone worlhy of the title jazz 
lover. 
Tracks Perdido. Salt Peanuts, All The Things You Are 
Side 2 Wee, Hot House, A Night in Tunisia, Side 3 Em-
braceable You, Sure Thing, My Devotion, Polka Dots and 
Moonbeams, Cherokee. Side 4 I've Got You Under My 
Skin, My Heart Stood Still, I Want to be Happy, Lullaby 
of Bird land. 
BIG BAND BAGS 
MILT JACKSON 
Milestone L45321/2 
Milt Jackson is besl known as a member of the mod-
em Jazz Quartet, perhaps one ofthe most polished Jazz 
Groups in the world. Jackson features on tubes on this 
disc with a group of the jazz heavies of the 50's and 60's 
in some big band arrangements of pieces by Ernie Wilk-
ins, Meiba Listen and Judd Dameron. 
This is smooth, impeccably arranged and delivered 
jazz, pleasant and relaxing to listen to. Great music for 
switching off the rat-race hassles. 
Mick Wilson 
"BUSY CORNER' 
Vii^in Label L35146 
Session drummer, Chili Charles, with the aid of some 
eminent friends (e.g, Mel CoUins, Boz.Del Richardson 
and others) set out to record a budget album but Virgin 
Records, on hearing the end-product, upgraded it and v 
gave it full support. Because the drumming does not take 
the expected dominant role, the result is a tight black 
sound with meticulous horn arrangements. Most of the 
tracks are instrumentals written by Charles, the except-
ion being The World Just Keeps Us Turning On by Del 
Richardson who is assisted on vocals by Pat Arnold and 
Kenny Cole. 
Overall it is a pleasant enough record, but ultimately 
it is overshadowed by other albums which have stronger 
personalities. However, it is probably worth a listen, n 
BACHMAN TURNER OVERDRIVE -
"NOT FRAGILE" 
Phonogram 6338 516 
When Randy Bachman left Canada's Guess Who, he con 
sidered that country rock would be a profitable field and 
formed a band called Brave Belt. Upon its economic dem-
ise, he reassessed the situation, changed the music style 
and the group became B.T.O. Of the change, Bachman 
said, "(The public) always want hard rock. That's the big 
reason we're successful... When the kids come to our con-
certs or buy our records they know what td expect It 
all comes pretty automatic. They want simple rock music 
and we give it to them. I could play country, classical, ev-
en jazz guitar if I wanted to, but why? We're big in this 
business and it's hard to be successful these days." 
The operative word is cliche as they serve up tons of 
recycled rock, all pre-mastlcated to be consumed easily 
(piuchlike cornflakes). They've listened well to past Ihun-
derers and copiously borrowed ideas, styles and riffs. It is 
a distillation of everything average in rock. Ahnost all the 
songs refer to working in a band, being on the road, getting 
it on etc. The lyrics are contrived and forgettable, using 
stock phrases like "let it roll on down the highway" and 
"keep on keeping on". 
Bachman, in defence, says "Most ofour songs are rock 
classics in that there's other songs just like them. It's not 
copying. It'sjust our love of the good rock groups around." 
Most rockers survive on borrowed material but this is just 
regurgitation. The music is rock with a bludgeon- pound-
ing repetition that is ultimately a gutless loud noise. Above 
the simple chord lines, the guitar solos of Randy and Blair 
Thornton are lack-lustre and mechanical. (And they have 
the gall to dedicate one track, "Freewheelin'" to Duane 
Allman. I doubt that he'd appreciate it.) 
TTie vocal chores are distributed between the guttural 
rough edged C. F. Turner who contributes the most pain-
ful delivery on Sledgehammer (equating screams with 
powerhouse vocals) and the mellower Randy who is more 
successful, particularly on You Ain't Seen Nuthin' Yet. 
However, to me the album does not go beyond being a 
record for one of those ear-splitting, mind-boggling, con-
versation-stopping parties. But somebody must like B.T.O. 
because their album sales are in the millions and expected 
to increase lliis year. Just like cornflakes, their tedium 
is lucrative. • 
TANGERINE DREAM - . 
"ATEM" 
Polydor Label 2383 297 
"PHAEDRA" 
Virgin Label V2010 
Tangerine Dream is a trio of musicians from Germany 
who are unique in the field of progressive music. Their 
uniqueness can be attributed to the fact that all three 
play various kinds of synthesizers, that they never perfrom 
set material on stage but always improvise so that each 
concert is an experiment and thirdly, that they are popu-
lar. Their popularity in English-speaking countries stems 
from the release of Phaedra. Its reputation spread not by 
air-play or publicity but in the same way as Tubular Bells 
- by word of mouth. 
Now Polydor release Atem as their second Australian 
album but chronologically it predates Phaedra by at least 
twelve months, being recorded in December, 1972. The 
merit of this album is indicated in that it has lost none of 
its feeling of quiet power and liquid intricacy in the past 
two years and compares favourably with Phaedra. 
The music is unlike most modern music as it is aimed 
at the head rather than the feet. Its effect is almost subli-
minal (even though concentration is required) working 
with subtiety on your consciousness, building, construct-
ing layer upon layer of sound, each a graduation on the 
last, a sort of relentless evolutionary process, like slow-
motion waves on a beach. The result is something abstract 
a tapestry of moods. Whereas Phaedra is serene, ethereal, 
even romantic, Atem is slightly unsettled, eerie, melancho-
ly. Both leave you quietly devasted. 
Unlike other electronic groups, Tangerine Dream do 
not resort to aggressive neurotic, nervous synthesizers to 
overwhelm. They are undoubtedly one of the top four 
German progressive bands. D 
"JUNE 1,1974" - Kevin Ayers, John Caie, Eno, 
Nice and The Soporifics with special guests Mike 
Oldfield and Robert Wyatt. 
The album title is derived from a Kevin Ayers concert 
held last year and the list of participants reads like a 
Who's Who of fringe rock luminaries. It is further proof 
that the whole is sometimes less than the sum of the con-
stituent parts. To put it another way, it is grim. 
The first side is given over to personal expressions of 
insanity presented by ex-Roxy Music Brian Eno {onDri-
ving Me Backwards and Baby's on Fire), ex-Velvet Under-
ground John Caie (on a version oi Heartbreak Hotel that 
Elvis wouldn't recognize) and Nico from the same group 
(on Jim Morrison's TTie End). Eno is tepid, Caie drab, 
Nico morbid. The common characteristic is boredorn. 
Kevin Ayers occupies all of the second side into which 
he crams some of his better known songs (May I; Shout-
ing in a Bucket Blues; Stranger in Blue Suede Shoes; etc) 
The only problem is that it doesn't work. He delivers his 
laconic neo-cabaret ramblings flatly and as such provides 
the perfect match to the first side. 
The name of Kevin Ayers' backing group aptly descri-
bes the effect of this album. My dictionary defines sopo-
rific as a sleep producing drug or agent. D 
' Bill Holdsworth 
GIVE BLOOD NOW II • _ - ^ 
Have you been a selfish slob all your life? 
End.the rot. 
Give blood on April 30th or May 1st or 
2nd. 
Share yourself with another human being; 
help someone live. 
Are you a curious person? 
If so, come along to the Relax Block 
when the Blood Bank calls and find 
out your blood group. (Could be 
useful info, in case you ever need a 
blood donation to save your own 
life sometime.) 
. If you're not prepared to give a little 
blood now to help save a life, be pre-
pared to holler for Count Dracula 
if YOU ever need a transfusion to 
save yourself! . 
Relaxation Block - April SOth, May Ist & 2nd - from 9am to 4 pm. > free cigarettes, coffee & bix. 
5«mper fioraat 2 a 
Most people would enjoy What If You Died Tomorr-
ow. Not only is it highly entertaining and amusing, but 
everyone will recognise the setting and the characters 
only too well. The biggest setback in this play probably 
lies in the play itself. Maybe, and only maybe, some of 
the characters are a little too stereotyped. 
At the same time, I recommend that you go and see 
it. YQU will not be disappointed. 
WHAT IF YOU DIED TOMORROW? 
The last fortnight has not been a bad one for theatre 
in Brisbane. Arts Tiieatre was running Harold Pinter's 
The caretaker, and Q.T.C., The Tamuig of the Shrew. 
However, while amidst this proliferation of cuUure, I 
only managed to see Twelfth Night's What If You Died 
Tomorrow, and UniQue's latest production, Alice in 
Wonderland. 
It's a funny thuig about David Williamson's plays, 
one always gets that deja vu feeling, as if seen before, 
time and again. Indeed, that is what Williamson is all 
about. He has that rare talent for writing plays that 
have, perhaps, even just a little of each of us in them. 
And as What If You Died Tomorrow progressed, the 
audience started to identify all the characters as Aunts, 
Uncles, Mothers and Fathers, friends and acquaintances 
of their very own. Only slightly exaggerated realism is 
the order of Williamson's plays. 
The plot of What If You Died Tomorrow is partic-
ularly subservient to tlie theme. This is yet another 
Williamson play showing the 'ugly' Australian at both 
work and play. It pierces the veneer of middle class 
superficiality to reveal a crude but honest appraisal of 
that social class. What If You Died Tomorrow has a 
biting trath that is, at once, repulsive, yet effective as 
a social comment and highly entertaining. 
The best acting in the play was, without a doubt, 
that of Edward Howell, as Ken Collins. He was so good 
that, at tunesi I felt he was not acting at all. He was, 
very much, every person's father, or, for the very young, 
grandfather. He was assisted in his role by Gloria Bird-
wood-Smith as his wife, Irene. She, too, was marvellous. 
The totally overbearing Australian, or for that matter, 
American, mother is a bit stereotyped, but Gloria Bird-
wood-Smith gave it a new lease oflife. 
Twelfth N^ht did a good job with What If You Died 
Tomorrow. John Dommett as Andrew, Jeremy Muir-
Smith as Harry Bustle, and Rosalind Muir-Smith as 
Carmel, were all very competent. The character, Harry 
Bustle, lent itself to plenty of laughs from the audience 
and Jeremy Muir-Smith extracted every possible one. 
He k'ept the play flowuig beautifully, often holding the 
stage for long periods of time without allowing boredom 
to set in on the audience. 
The night 1 saw the production, Sandra Grose, as 
Kirsty, did not start off with the effortlessness of the 
other actors. However, somewhere throughout the play 
she came good and the character gelled with the others. 
Undoubtedly, she will have become much more fluid 
after the first few nights. Otherwise the acting was of 
a very high standard. 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
The very first thing that comes to muid when one 
thinks Alice In Wonderland is - oh, children's story. 
Uni Que's current production, Alice in Wonderland, 
reminded me what a truly enjoyable flight of fancy this 
story is. This particular production has been adapted 
from Louis Carroll's tale by Greg McCart. He also 
directs the play. 
The plot is, of course, Alice's adventure as she 
meanders through the reahn of wonderland, a kingdom 
whose gates open to her one day when she falls asleep. 
This adaption shows the development ofa more mature 
perspective, by Alice, on the improbable worid of her 
dreams, and, as a result, her emancipation from self-
interest and small-mindedness. 
Uni Que's Alice is enjoyable. It is neither too friv-
olous to be superficial, nor, for that matter, too full 
of insight to be fun. Indeed, it is an admirable blend 
of both fun and insight. 
There is not one weak spot in the acting. Especially 
good is Jeff Hardy who plays several roles, but particul-
arly the Mad Hatter, The Mad Hatter's tea party was, 
1 felt, the best scene. Jeff was excellent, and he was 
well supported in that scene by the doormouse, Lorraine 
Riedy, the March Hare, Jan Irvine, and, of course, Alice. 
Sue Biggs, playing Alice, was also very good. \But, 
then, I have never seen her play badly m a role. Her 
body movements and facial expressions were extremely 
perceptive and lent a good deal of weight to her success-
ful portrayal ofthe character of Alice. Judy Fletcher, 
as the terrifying Queen of Hearts, and Gary Silk, as the 
cowered King of Hearts, are also both wor^liy of ment-
ion. 
There can be no doubt, the standard of acUng is 
very high. Casting was obviously done with some care 
and, consequently, was highly successful. Costume 
were most exciting. All were beautifully made, obvious-
ly with a great deal of care, Humpty Dumpty's costume 
was particularly effective; it was an example of imag-
inative design. All in all, the outfits complemented tlie 
set, adding a great deal of colour to the play generally. 
I believe Alice in Wonderland is a play which could 
be enjoyed by everyone. The night I was there, a couple 
children watched with wide eyed pleasure alongside 
equally wide eyed adults. I am told Alice is going to 
return for the children later in the year. As a product-
ion, Alice is better than most of those undertaken by 
the professional theatre in town. But be prepared^ 
Alice is not an adult satire, it is simply Alice, almost as 
you remember her from those Louis CanoU and Enid 
Blyton days, D 
Laurence P. Gormley 
literacy lift-out 
The I2th edition of Semper Floreat will include a 12 page literary liftout. 
This will feature the work of University ofQueensland students. All poets 
and aspiring poets are invited to submit their work. Short story writers are 
also invited Uui-space demands a maximum limit of 1500 words. 
All enquiries, or forward material to, Laurence Gormley c/- Semper 
Floreat. 
ovies 
THAT'LL BE THE DAY 
That'll be the Day begs comparison with another 
great film about the rock and roll era, American Graf-
fiti, though really they have not much more in com-
mon than the wonderful songs that comprise their re-
spective unusual backgrounds. Where American Graffi-
ti directed its attention to aspects of the subculture of 
American teenage life, Thatll be the Day tackles a broa-
der theme. In reality, it falls within a tradition of Brit-
ish films (and plays) devoted to exploration of British 
working class life, in which surface optimism (of sorts) 
and ability to cope counterpoint a grimier reality of triv-
ia and repetitiveness, of alienation and escapism; even 
of despair. The real antecedents of That'll be the Day 
are the plays of Pinter and Osborne, the eaily films of 
Tony Richardson and more recently the films like Poor 
Cow, and Up the Junction. 
Protagonist of That'll Be the Day is a young liigh -
school drop-out named Jim MacLaine. Fed up with sch-
ool and less than enthused by the prospect of three 
years at University, he leaves home and wanders through 
a series of seedy jobs and sleazy acquaintances (one of 
whom is brilliantly portrayed by Ringo Starr). His frus-
tration steadily mounts as the dimensions of his life nar-
row, reaching a crisis in a scene in which he attends a 
student's union dance at the invitarion of his erstwhile 
school chum, Terry, now a successful university student. 
Jim's awkward attempts to make conversation go over 
like a lead balloon and he leaves humiliated. The scene 
unites tlie various dimensions of Jim's situation in a ma-
sterly way. It is painful without being in the least senti-
mental. 
Returning to home, Jim tries out respectability and 
responsibility. He takes over his mother's store, marries 
and fathers a child. But this doesn't work either. Once 
again, he packs and walks out. We see him next in a sto-
re buying a cheap electric guitar. Just as he takes it in 
his hand for the first time, the frame freezes and the 
fihn ends. The calculated ambiguity of the ending, like" 
the scene at the dance, is a concise summary of Jim's 
life and situation to date. (It also clears the decks for 
the forthcoming sequel, Stardust!) 
The narrative line emerges obliquely from the fdm's 
episodic construction. The time span is left vague, so 
that the steady accumulation of detail about Jim beco-
mes the main focus of attention. His resourcefulness and 
determination in the face a complex and subtly depres-
sing set of social obstacles are the main dynamics in his 
character and in the film. These are offset by selfishness 
and lack of compassion, traits which manifest themsel-
ves in cowardice, irresponsibility and sexism. The film 
demands that judgement be passed on Jim. That this is 
so difficult to do is a measure of the accuracy and the 
compassion with which he is depicted. A major share of 
the credit for this belongs to David Essex, whose perfor-
mance in this film is quite outstanding. 
Fans of rock and roll will love the film, both for hs 
soundtrack and for the accuracy and loving care with 
which it recreates the rock era. The unusual sequences 
are a sheer delight, particularly those which feature Billy 
Fury fronting a band which includes Keith Moon disgui-
sed as a greasy-haired rocker drummer. Moon, who was 
co-superwsor of the film's music has a bne in the film 
and gives a dazzling display of virtuoso drumming that 
is frustratingly brief, Tlie only serious lapse in musical 
judgement is the use of an inferior cover (by Bobby Vee) 
of the great Buddy Holly song from which the fihn's tit-
le is taken. 
But Tliat'll Be the Day is not just anothei nostal^a 
trip. Julian Fox, in Films and Filming described it as 
"the best fihn about tlie problems of woiKing class youth 
since A Kind of Loving — in its sympaUiy and depth of 
feeling it's the nearest the Britisli Cinema has come in re-
cent years to an authentic home grown masterpiece," 
He is not wrong. 
David Murr 
26 semper lioreai 
election results 
The results of the elections and ref-
erenda are given below, 1 will comment 
on three matters; turnout, the election 
of committees and the referenda. 
About 1,400 people representing less 
than 10% of those entitled to vote both-
ered to exercise their rights. Whether 
this was lack of interest in the Union or 
Ihe candidates or the policies/issues or 
just life m general who knows. Maybe 
elections need to be publicised better. 
Maybe we should pay voters. The best 
suggestion to date is a prize-winning draw 
with numbered ballot papers and a keg of 
beer for the lucky number. 
The election of committees has a str-
ange history. In 1972, the Restructure 
Movement had this as part of its policv 
and won control of several seats on the basis 
ol that policy. The events of 1973 were 
such that the restructure didn't get done, 
but in the elections of that year a plebisi-
cite was put to students in which they 
were asked to choose between some "rad-
ical" proposals and alternatives includine 
the status quo. Students chose amongst 
other things for directiy elected commit-
tees. Again in 1974, this time a constitu-
tion of referenda was put. Students vot-
ed for elected committees (2203-992). 
That brings us to 1975 when the 
Committees actually came up for elec-
tion. Result - some posirions were un-
filled; most were uncontested or barely 
contested and the informal vote was 
high. 
Probably the lack of mterest was, due 
to the mid-term nature of the election 
but the response was disappouiting for 
those who have been pushing for a more 
democratic structure in the Union. 
The referenda questions attracted 
most interest but insufficient votes to 
make them binding on Union Council. 
The number of affirmative votes requi-
red was 2346 (15% of the membership). 
This provision was introduced to ensure 
that Union policy could not be determ-
ined by relatively small numbers. The 
result seems to be that referenda only 
have a chance to pass at the Annual Gen-
eral Elections when some 4,000 students 
might vote. 
Every year somebody anonymous 
writes on a ballot something like: "Same 
old faces, same old policies vote inform-
al." To this person, I would reply "same 
old writing same old negative whinge. 
Why don't you do something about it." 
Peter Phillips 
Electoral Officer 
REFERENDA 
FOR 
Q. 1 999 
Q.2 1016 
Q.3 586 
Q.4 l i i s 
AGIN 
378 
362 
768 
52 
INFORM 
21 
20 
44 
28 
TOTAL VOTE 1397. 
To carry a question must receive the 
affirmative votes of 15% of the mem-
bership i.e. 2346. Therefore, these 
questions are not carried. 
UNION SECRETARY 
John Campbell 
Ist Preferences 
John Barrett 445 
J, Schwenke 411 
J. Campbell 411 
Final figures 
(after preferences) 
518 -
567 - Elected 
POST GRADUATE REPRESENTATIVES 
M. Rawal 
B. Dickson 
G. Chandler 
PART-TIME ARTS REPRESENTATIVES (2) 
A, Draper 
C. Mann 
FULL-TIME ARTS REPRESENTATIVE (I) 
C. Gregor 
FULL-TIME EDUCATION REPRESENTATIVES (2) 
Meryl Burfein 
J. Dalgleish 
FINANCE ADVISORY COMMITEE MEMBERS (F/T) (2). 
L, Gormley 
P. Stirk 
UNION THEATRE COMMITTEE MEMBERS (GENERAL) (4) 
B. Dickson' 
J, Haidy 
W, Munro 
G. Chandler 
4. 
6. 
NON-VOTING POSITIONS 
The following non-vodng positions will 
be appointed by Union Cbuncil af the next 
ordinary meeting of Council on May 1st. Nom-
inatiom dose at 5 p.ni. on the day of the meet-
ing. 
APPOINTMENTS 
1. Advertising Manager, Galmahra 
2. Two (2) Deputy Electoral Officers 
3. One (1) Assistant Electoral Officer 
(St. Luda F/T) 
One (1) Assistant Electoral Officer 
(St. Lucia P/T) 
One (1) Assistant Electoral Officer 
(Hospitals Area) 
One (1) Assistant Electoral Officer 
(Turbot Stieet Area) 
7. Union House Committee - 2 members, 
who must be part time students. 
1 member, who must be a full time 
student. 
8. Women's Rights Standmg Commhtee -
1 member, who must be a voting mem-
Ijer of Council 
9. Accommodation & Housing Committee 
- 1 member 
10. Sodal Action Committee - 1 member 
11. Hospitals Area Committee - 1 member 
who must be a 2nd or 3rd year Therapy 
student from the Hospitals area 
12.Union Theatre Committee-1 member 
who must be a part-time student 
13. Ad Hoc Parking Committee -1 Chair-
person I member 
14. Ad Hoc Comnuttce to Investigate Stu-
dent Fees - 1 chairperson, 1 member 
IS.Ad Hoc Committee to Consider the Unions 
Incorporation and Occupancy of the Un-
ion Buildings - 1 chairperson, 4 members, 
(1 member of the Committee must be a 
voting member of Council 
Notice is hereby giveii of two 
general meetings of the 64th 
Council to be held on the 1st 
of May and the 29th of May 
tp discuss proposed AUS Re-
solutions regarding Homosex-
uality and the Middle-East res-
pectively. 
CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 
The Union runs according to rules and relations. We have a widely extensive constitu-
tion with attached r(^ ulations which tells us, your ofnce4>eaiers and representatives, Uie 
manner in which we should conduct Union busuiess on your behalf. 
Our Constitution can be changed and updated to keep up with changes iri student needs 
and also to more efTectivcIy sernce these needs. 
There are two ways that the Constitution can be changed: 
(a) by referendum or 
(b) by special resolution passage at Council at two consecutive meetings. 
The following constiutional changes will be presented for their first reading at tlie 4th 
Ordinary Meeting of Council on Thuisday, Irt Miy 1975 at 6.30 p.ra. in the J.D. Stoiy 
Room 
L5C/58 THAT THE DEFINITIONS IN 
SECTION 4(a) OF THE CONSTITUTION 
SE REARRANGED |N ALPHABETICAL 
ORDER 
LSC/59 THAT A NEW SECTION 4 (c) 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE ENACTED 
TO READ AS FOLLOWSs (c) . Tha use of sex-specified term* In 
the constitution and regulations shall be 
prohibited unless such use Is essential to 
the meaning of any provision. 
GENERAL VICE PRESIDENT 
LSC/61 THAT THE WORDS "General 
Vice-President" BE DELETED IN THE 
CONSTITUTION SECTIONS: 
4 {h) under "Executive" 
• 17, (1) and 
18.(1) 
AS OF THE CONCLUSION OF THE ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING OF THE 64TH COUN-
CIL OR THE RESIGNATION OR VACATION 
OF OFFICE OF THE PRESENT INCUMBENT, 
WHICHEVEN FIRST OCCURS. 
TEACHING STAFF REPRESENTATIVES 
LSC/62 THAT SECTION 13. (1) (b) 0( 
THE CONSTITUTION BE REPEALED 
tonot such a petition notwithstanding that 
that department may not have the member-
ship as required by this subjection" IN SEC-
TION 13. (1) (d) (11) BE DELETED SUCH D E -
LETION TO APPLY AS OF THE CONCLU-
SION OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL M E -
ETING OF THE 54TH COUNCIL OR THE 
RESIGNATION OR VACATION OF O F F -
ICE OF THE PRESENT INCUMBENT, 
WHICHEVER FIRST OCCURS 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESDIENT 
LSC/64 THAT SECTION 13, (1) te) OF 
THE CONSTITUTION BE REPEALED' 
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES 
LiC/65 . THAT SECTION 13,(l)(l) OF 
THE CONSTITUION BE REPEALED AS 
OF THE CONCLUSION OF THE ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING OF THE 64TH 
COUNCIL, OR THE RESIGNATION OR 
VACATION OF OFFICE OF THE PRE-
SENT INCUMBENT, WHICHEVER FIRST 
OCCURS' 
ALTERATION OF THE CONSTITUION ' 
LSC/68 THAT SECTION 59.2 OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE REPEALED. 
affirmative vote of not less than fifty per-
cent ot the total number of voting memb-
ers of". 
i:SC/71 THAT SECTION 63 OF THE CON-
STITUION BE REPEALED* 
THE GENDER OF THE CONSTITUTION 
L5C/72 THAT SECTIONS 
17. (2), (5)(b)*(c) 33.4.(111); 
34.3,(a) & (b)i 35,2 
39.2 42.t and 59.2 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMNEOEO 
BY THE DELETJON OF THE WORD "HIS" 
(WHEREEVER IT APPEARS) AND THE 
INSERTION OF THE WORDS "HIS/HER". 
LSC/69 THAT SECTION 59.1 OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
„ , . „ „ . , . ^ ^ _ - - , . , _ DELETION OF THE WORD "passed at 
PHARMACY FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE two (2) successive meetings of Council". 
LSC/63 THAT THE WORDS "provided L S C / 7 0 THAT SECTION 62.(b) OF THE 
. that the Pharmacy Department shall be giv- CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY 
en the status of a faculty on the presentat- ^ THEDELETIPNOF THE WORDS"An 
L S C / 7 3 T H A T SECTIONS 13.(5) AND 37.1 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY 
THE DELETION OF THE WORD "him" AND 
THE INSERTION OF THE WORDS "him/her" 
LSC/74 THAT SECTION 17.(3) OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE D E -
LETION OF THE WORD "himself" AND THE 
INSERTION OF THE WORDS "hlmseif/hor-
self". 
LSC/74 THAT SECTION 17.(3) OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
• DEL8T10N OF THE WORD "himself" 
AND THE INSERTION OF THE WORDS 
"himself/herself" T 
LSC/75 .THAT SECTIONS! 3.(11 (h) 
13,(4)! if.tS) (c)» 34.1.(1), 4 (b), 39.2, 
of the CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY 
THE DELETION OF THE WORD "he" 
ANO THE INSERTION OF THE WORDS 
"hfl/Mie" 
LSC/76 THAT SECTION 13.(1) (6) BE 
AMENDED BY THE DELATION OF THE 
WORD "chairman" AND THE INSERTION 
OF THE WORD "Chairperson" 
LSC/77 THAT SECTIONS. 
.".U)(h) 8. (Di 
18(1), 
30.2(a), 
.34.1(a), 
37.5.(111) 
17.(1)! 
28.(2)1 
30.4.(a) 
34.3(a)! 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY 
THE DELETION OF THE WORD "Chairman" 
AND THE INSERTION OF THE WORD 
.Convener 
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letters 
(continued from page 2} 
SEXISM CONSIDERED 
Dear Editor, 
- intellectual masturbation at Vni 
- A male realises the magnitude of the 
double standard applied to wo-
men-liberal talk - no action. 
- the necessity for women to confront 
with their sexist behaviour. 
In a recent sociology seminar discussion 
about the double standard being applied by 
males to females, all the males agreed tliat 
"this was wrong" and "times are changing" 
and other such radical chic sentiments. 
Being a naive male with little dose know-
ledge of women's problems, I believed these 
enlightened group sentiments, Also I had of-
ten seen feminists as "ovcr-agressive" and a 
bit frightening, not as normal but annoyed 
people. 
My views changed after a subsequent grog-
up "social" at which a bit of pseudo-sexual 
experimentation took place. A female took 
an active role in this and very soon was the 
focus of male gossip. "Easy lay" and olher 
labels of the "nympho" variety wete band-
ied around. 
A couple of others and myself were dis-
gusted by these double standard comments 
and raised the subject in the next seminar. 
(I believe that such experimentation is a legi-
timate and valuable part oflife experience 
for men and women). But when the group 
was presented with its behaviour in a teal 
rather than an intellectual situation, strange 
reactions were apparent: -
Some people became very evasive, 
Some said that they were bored, 
Others sidetracked and intellectualiscd 
the discussion 
Finally someone said "Why talk about 
. this again when wc discussed this 
before? 
This episode brought Uirec thoughts 
home to me-
1. The incongruity between what is 
said (trendy lib) and how people behave 
(male ocker), 
2. Women mu.st stop being intimidated 
ted in the exercise of their sexuality. A cha-
ise in men's behaviour will only take place 
when enough men are metaphorically kicked 
in the balls by women who refuse to be sex-
ual acquisitions and the butt of snide jokes. 
3. Thecompartmcntalisation ofour _ 
lives. A male can be trendy in an academic ~ 
seminar on male-female relationships} a chau-
vinist when he fronts "his bird" that night; 
and a virile he-man next day when he tells 
his mates what an easy lay she was. 
Subsequent discussion with a number of 
wojnen has led mc to believe that behaviour 
of the type I have described is not uncom-
moti. So this lettei isbeing written, not with 
any personal denigration in mind, but to high-
light the issues involved. 
Stephen Hendricks. 
LAW SCHOOL 
Dear Editor, 
Congratulations to Mark Hayes on his 
article on the Law School (Semper April 17). 
U was well researched, thoughtful and nice-
ly balanced. He might have cast his net a lit-
Ue wider though - for instance, he could 
have sought the views of two staff members 
who have a fairly widespread reputation for 
theii SpeciaUsed work in the It^ al education 
field. 
The reliictance of most law students to 
be concemed with "social consciousness" 
certainly contains frightening hnplications 
for the profession and for society generally, 
as Mr l4yes observes. But, in his concluding 
paragraph about the basic doctrines of the 
law needing "serious i&<xamination in the 
light of social and political developments", 
Mr Hayes could perhaps have mentioned 
the subject Law and Contemporary Prob-
lems LA.409 (10 credit points), which at 
least ut a modest way seeks to achieve such 
a te-«xamination. It was introduced into 
the LL.B. curriculum (as an optional sub-
ject) largely in response to requests from 
a number of concerned students. It was of-
fered for the first tune last year and was un-
dertaken and completed by 11 students who 
by all accounts found it stunulating and so-
metimes even exciting. 
Law and Contemporaiy Problems is not 
to be confused witit Jurisprudence (LA.408) 
which is a more structured course largely 
concerned with legal theory and philosophy. 
The ofTicial description of Law and Cont-
emporary Problems is as foDows: "A Cour-
se of 27 seminar hours involving die study 
hi a legal context of some of the many i^ 
sues confronting contemporary society and 
of the various possible changes available to 
enable the law to deal more adequately 
with the novel problems that arise. The par-
ticular matters to be considered will vary 
from ycai to year and will be determined 
at the outset of the course." Assessment 
is based entirely on the preparation and pre-
sentation of seminar papers and class discus-
sion. 
The subject is being offered again this 
year - in second semester (Wednesdays 
3 - 5 p.m. Room 87 Forgan-Smith Buildmg). 
Unfortunately and unaccountably, it was ^ 
omitt(:d from the Subject' Details section 
of the Combined Faculty Handbook for 
1975, and so very likely il escaped the at-
tention of most students when Uiey were 
enrolling at the beginning of the year. Those 
who may be interested (preferably third or 
fourth year students) in enrolling may con-
tact mc for furUier information. 
Yours truly, 
IL Tarlo, 
Professor of Law. 
DONT BLINK 
Dear Editor, 
Now for something completely different 
-a short letter. 
Margaret Nicolson 
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT 
Dear Sh, (sic) 
With reference to my previous letter (pub-
Ushed week commencing April 14) conceinuig 
Arts Faculty language requirements, may I re-
late further developments since. 
Soon after my original letter, I received a 
reply from that wonderful man, Sam Rayner, 
personally signed mind you, I figure I'll keep 
it since a genuine Sam Rayner may be wortii 
something one day. 
Seriously and briefly what he had to say 
was,"too bad, it's your fault since you knew 
what were the requirements, Uierc are plenty 
of other Tertiary Institutes in (Queensland." 
Not disillusioned by Uiis (but full well know-
ing it was useless to question bigoted bureau-
cracy) I replied reiterating my arguments 
and stating that no other Tertiary institute 
offered my courses. 
Not to be outdone the Registrar replied, 
saymg he noted my arguments, had passed 
them onto the Dean of the Arts Faculty who 
had (after due consideration of course) decli-
ned my request without staling his reasons. 
Naturally, I was exticmely upset by this 
and spent many hours in lament, but I half 
expected such a result, I guess I shall have to 
be resigned to my fate. 
One of these nights 1 ought to chisel oul 
"light ind liberty" from the motto on the 
Forgan Smith Building periiaps "learning" as 
well. 
Ken Lees 
CORRECTION TO "THE 
SPECTRE OF THE RIGHT 
TO LIFE" . 
The Editor, 
We wish to make two important correct-
ions to our letter published by you in the last 
Semper. These two proof reading mistakes 
actually changed completely Uic meanings we 
wislicd to convey. 
Quoting first sentence, third paragraph, 
from Semper, "In arguing Uic case for invol-
vement in the abortion issue they (Towler 
and Varghese) argue the case for the Union's 
neutrality". The sentence originally stood 
as "In arguing the case for un-involvcment.." 
The second and more important mistake 
from the fifth paragraph. I quote Semper: 
"However, the question of abortion on de-
mand, whilst being viewed in amuch wider 
perspective as an initial step towards freeing 
women from Iheii enslavement to particul-
ar social roles, must also be affirmed as an 
absolute good in response to Vaighese and 
Towler's pointing of it as a universal evil.." 
This statement could not be more oppos-
ed to our position. Our tetter reads".... must 
also be affirmed as an end in itself. U is wo-
men who bear children and it is women who 
must decide if they wish to do so or not. This 
is not to pose abortion as M\ absolute good 
in response to Vaighese and Towler's point-
ing of it as a univenal evil... " This section is 
CTUcial to our argument which opposes the in-
voking of universal concepts as alternatives 
to analysis. 
Wc therefore ask that you print this cor-
rection in order to rectify distortions caused 
in the printing of Semper. 
Rosalind Innes 
Michel Thompson 
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INFO 
This b living! 
Tliis b tlie Union Festival- to be held on Friday May 
23id. 
There will be a huge market held in the Forum Area 
complete with competitions, fence pamtuig, stre^. 
theatre and poeby readings, folk shows and much more. 
Tlie Festival will culmmate in a dance in tbe refec 
virith Raihxiad Gui. 
Anyone wishing to partidpate in the Festival, by 
oiganizu^ a particular competition or activity- please 
contact me Ul the Acthrities Offiocjj^ppy j ^ ^ 
IMon Festival Convenor. 
Roxys, every Friday night, Union Coffee 
snop. 
Acoustic guitar, poetry etc 
Admit 50c. New musos w«tcom«l 
VOOI^^TOCCv 
ST. 
CLASSIFIED ADS. 
UNION FESTIVAU 
POETRY READING. 
In Union Festival Week anct on the Friday 
of Expo Unt- thea will b« a poetry re 
•ading In tha Relax Block, at a tinw 
to t» arranged, convenient to the roa 
^rt. Anyon« wanting to read their own 
poetry or sotn«on« «ls«s, Is Invited to 
contact Ross Clark via Semper Floreat 
Office. 
Just leave a message with your name 
and phone number so l can contact 
you, and an indication of how much 
poetry you would ««<« to read. 
Anyone who will t>e on campus 
that day Is welcome to Join us In read-
ing or listening. 
Details later In Semper Floreat, ifKt 
on the notice Boards. 
Ross Clark 
for the Union Organizers 
DOINGS 
Fitness Fun -walk.. Jog., run —just Join 
the fun. 
A Community Fitness Programme —every 
Wednesday 1.15 from the unrpool -every-
one welcome. 
Forjnf^jnatton ring 70 20 jlO.. 
Sports Association will Iw holding a Commun-
ity Fitness Run every VVednesday starting 26 
March. At first tt will bo a simple cross-coun-
try Jog for a mlW or so from the Pool area 
and around the lake back to the starting point. 
This won't be a competitive event and there 
are no prizes for anyone —all vw're trying to 
do Is to Instill a sense of fitness awareness In 
students and public alike. Everyone at their 
own pace. 
RADIO WORKSHOPS 
4Z27FM Is holding various workshops tn the 
next few vMeks on aspects of radio. 
Pater Wear — interview technkiues 
Bill Riner — programming 
Ross Dannecker — technical aspect 
Alan Knight — radio Journalism 
Definite times cannot be arranged until we 
have an Idea of numbers, if you're Interest-
ed In being involved with the workshops, 
please leave your name at the activities of-
fice (1st floor, Union Building.). 
GAY UBERATION 
Next meeting — Is going to be a Fund Rais-
ing Party to get to know each other to help 
us raise rent money for a Gay Liberation 
House. 
Date Friday IS Aprli, 8 p.m. 
Where For info contact Bronwyn 
711611, (office hours) 
Also, vye are marching in the Labour Day 
March. We need more marchers AND we 
are having a demo on the anniversary of 
Dr Duncan's murder — King George Square 
Sat. 10th May - lo p.m. 
CAMPUS CAMP 
Campus Camp, the University group 
' is: °*y*' meets every Monday night at 8 p.m. 
at 356 Mi'iJP" Road, Auchenflower.That's 
^about threa'rninutes' walk from the Auchen-
flower railway station;-
Come along and taii< if you have a prob-
lem, or if yoo want to talk about 9»Vi, the 
oroblems that we have, or gay liberation. 
AUS - MlDOi.^ EAST RESOLUTIONS 
General Meeting of Students Thursday, May 
29,1 - 2 p.m. Mayne Hall, Herston Refectory, 
Turbot Street Refectory and 5.30 p.m. Relax 
Block. 
AUS HOMOSEXUAL RESOLUTIONS 
General Meeting of students, Thursday May 1 
J - 2 p.m. Relax Block, Herston Refectory, 
Turbot Street and 5.30 p.m. Relax Block. 
AUS . ENVIRONMENT SOCIAL ACTION 
Campaign against nuclear power. 
Meeting Wednesday, 30 April, 1 • 2.30 p.m, 
JD Story Room 
Film coming earty May. For ali Information 
contact Paui (Marshall, AUS Office 
AUS-EDUCATION 
Meeting of all students who have had prob-
lems with the Tertiary Allowance Scheme. 
Tuesday May 6 1 - 2 p.m. RELAX BLOCK. 
WOMEN'S LIBERATION 
Meetings every Thursday 1-2 p.m. 
Green Room • Films and Discussion 
All Women Welcome. 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S 
YEAR CONCERT 
Wednesday 26 May, 8 p.m, Brisbane a ty 
Hall. Tickets available — M.A. Shaw, AUS 
Office. 
GOR FUNCTION 
Tha Queensland Comtttee Australia - GDR 
Friendship Society haa arranged a function to 
be held on Sunday, May 11 — 7.30 p.m. at 
the Conference Room, Union College, to conn 
tnemorate the 30th anniversary of the cessat-
ion of the second workl war. 
A few Quest Speakers wlli give brief but 
Interesting accounts of personal experiences 
during that time of the war. There will be 
music and refreshments. 
To cover the costs, a request for a contri-
bution of $2,00 (two) per person Is unfort-
unately unavoidable, but exceptions can be 
made In the case of students wanting to coma 
along but afraid of not being able to afford It. 
For R.S,V.P. please ring 71 5485, after 2p.m. 
FRIEND NEEDED 
UBO Female Friend (born between July 30 
& Aug 13) needed by 25 year old Aquarius 
male. Coloured ladles welcome. Write P.H.M. 
;1/1S Ascog Terrace, Toowong.. 
SINGER WANTED 
Ever wanted to sing-in a rock band. 
— Auditions phone 74 1552. 
FOR SALE 
1974 l^nda C090Z - only 3,000 miles. 
_Must sell urgently - $300.00 full reg. Con-
lact Annmaree, c/- Semper office. 
THE gNVIRONMENTALlS? h Richard BlundeU 
V L. 
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